SOP 2 Analysis: Summary of Changes
13 June 2018

Section I: Coast Guard Human Performance Technology
Figure 1. Human Performance Technology Model was changed to a more detailed and
encompassing graphic
Figure 2. Human Performance Factors was changed to reflect and depict the factors FC-T
actually considers during an analysis.
Section III: Universal Analysis Components:
This Section was added to combine those phases common to all analysis: alignment
meeting, report preparation and out brief. In addition, the pre-alignment meeting was
incorporated into the alignment meeting common phase.
3.1 Analysis Team
Added to identify who should be on the analysis team and their perspective roles for the
analysis.
3.2 Common Analysis Phases
Added to identify the phases common to all FC analyses. General steps for these phases
are listed in this section, however analysis specific information is located in the type of
analysis selected.
Section IV: Authorized Analysis Methodologies
Occupational analysis was moved into this section
Major Systems Acquisitions Process was incorporated into this section
Manpower Requirements Analysis (MRA) is new to the SOP and added in this section.
Since the demand for specific skills initiates new courses, terminates old courses, and
increases/decreases classes, a MRA is used to identify how these changes affect the
required manpower and to make manpower decisions.
Section V: Analytical Support Tools
Training Requirements Analysis (TRA) and Cost Analyses were moved into this section
TRAs are no longer a stand-alone analysis. It can be conducted in addition to an analysis
to focus the scope and provide a clearer idea of what performance needs and training
interventions are best suited to meet requirements in a cost effective manner.
When conducting USCG cost analyses the levels of complexity and student interactivity,
are especially important when an e-Learning method is selected. The Design and
Development Hours Industry Standards (Benchmarking) table was therefore updated
based on a web article written by Karl M. Kapp (2017) and derived from a study conducted
under ATDs source for e-Learning.
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Section VI: References
All references were moved into this section
Appendix A: Abbreviations and definitions
This use to be Section VI: Glossary
The following appendices were added:
Appendix R: Project Alignment Sheet
Appendix S: Preliminary Task List Format
Appendix T: JTA Information Levels
Appendix U: Determine Interventions
Appendix V: Determine DIF Interventions
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SECTION I: Coast Guard Human Performance Technology
History of Human
Performance
Technology

Dr. Thomas F. Gilbert, known for his work in Behavioral Engineering, developed a
Performance Engineering Model to improve human performance in the workplace.
Gilbert believed it was the absence of performance support at work and not an
individual’s lack of knowledge or skill that was the greatest barrier to exemplary
performance. Therefore, he believed it was necessary to focus on the variables in the
work environment before addressing the individual’s variables. Gilbert insisted the
economic costs of training are significantly high enough to warrant immediate and
constant attention through analysis. In addition, training should be primarily mission
related and performance-based as opposed to knowledge-based and behavior-focused.
Joe Harless was an instrumental member of International Society of Performance
Improvement (ISPI) and known for his systematic and accomplishment-based approach
to analysis. Many USCG analysis methodologies are based on the Harless analysis
approach and the USCG analysis training was initially developed using Harless job aids.
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) uses and references these job aids. SABA
Software, Inc. (SABA) currently owns these training materials.
The contents of this SOP document are exclusively focused on providing the following
critical success elements:

World-of-Work
Influences: Work,
Worker, and
Workplace

Volume 2



Analytical methodologies recognize and record all of the factors that influence
job-site performance.



Analytical tools are mission related and performance-based.



Cost comparisons, cost benefit analyses, and return on investment calculations
enable the USCG to choose wisely among the competing instructional delivery
modalities.

Figure 1 describes the holistic performance improvement/HPT approach that
emphasizes the systematic and systemic approach to improving performance at the
individual and organizational levels. A close examination of the figure reveals the best
workers will not be able to produce exemplary results if they do not have the right tools
and/or organizational support for their activities. Conversely, the best tools coupled with
the best organizational support will not result in exemplary performance if the worker is
incapable of producing worthy results. Therefore, exemplary performance is only
achieved in a synergistic collaboration of the work, the worker, and the workplace.
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Figure 1. Human Performance Technology Model
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Why Does the
Coast Guard Do
Analysis?

HPT methodologies require analysis outputs be evidence based and performer driven.
Some have characterized this goal by using the phrase, “let the data drive the
decisions.” Analysis ensures that USCG activities, outputs, and goals are aligned to the
highest performance. Systematic analysis ultimately ensures that these requirements
are directly linked to validated organizational goals and objectives. Since performance
factors have the potential to impact critical human performance elements of
organizational missions, analysis is an essential mitigation strategy required in a
credible HPT strategy.
Analysis is also an important link to producing cost-effective performance-based
training. This is why the USCG has adopted the requirement that all training be
subjected to a rigorous analysis prior to being funded in the formal training system.
Analysis before solutions ensures the correct solution to a performance gap is
determined and training is not automatically assumed as the solution. Training is not
the answer to every performance problem because, as in Figure 1, the world of work is
influenced by many factors and not just the skill and knowledge of the worker. Training
is most effective when workplace barriers to performance are minimized. An analysis of
the entire world of work and all the factors that influence performance outcomes is
necessary to ensure exemplary performance and a flawless mission execution.
HPT methodologies help the USCG focus on the real performance problems and the
influences affecting performance. What has to change in the “system” to achieve
effective and efficient mission execution is determined based on the information
gathered through a comprehensive analysis. An HPT approach will:
 Support an “analysis first” approach.
 Ask analysts analyzing USCG performance problems to examine all
organizational influences on performers.
 Provide analysts with tools and processes for identifying a solution set that
closes all gaps affecting human performance.
 Help the USCG determine the right performance supports that are the most
cost effective.
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Human
Performance
Factors

Gilbert’s Performance Engineering Model is used as the basis for the ISPI Human
Performance Technology (HPT) model (Figure 1). The HPT model is the standard
model used by Human Performance Analysts and the United States Coast Guard
(USCG). As seen in Figure 1 above, many factors influence performance in positive
and negative ways. Figure 2 below is another way to conceptualize this fundamental
principle and to understand why the Training Division (FC-T) requires all projects to
begin with a comprehensive analysis.

Figure 2. Human Performance Factors

What Role Does
Analysis Play in
USCG Decision
Making?

Analysis is the primary tool for providing detailed and comprehensive information to
Program Managers, Training Managers, and Acquisition Managers so they can make
informed decisions regarding the deployment of financial, personnel, and materiel
resources. The Commandant and the senior leadership team have increasingly
determined that conducting an analysis before taking action can significantly reduce
the risk of making bad decisions. A formal analysis is required by Directive, in
accordance with FC-T standards, prior to the implementation and development of new
training solutions.

How Does the
Analysis SOP
Relate to the
Other SOPs?

The USCG Training System’s SOPs define terminology and provide procedural
guidance for internal, inter-service, and contractor support. The purpose of each SOP
is to provide default methodologies for much of the work within the Training System.
The Analysis SOP contains the steps all analysts must follow to ensure all USCG
analysts are using the same proven processes to obtain consistent and quality outputs.
The Analysis SOP has a critical relationship to the other USCG Training System SOPs
because it outlines the analysis process to be followed in all cases. When Program
Managers have a performance problem or need, the Analysis SOP provides a
standardized process to follow for requesting, developing, or purchasing performance
interventions (including training).
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SECTION II: Management of the USCG Analysis Process
Introduction

This section describes how analyses are initiated, implemented, and managed by the
Human Systems Integration Division (CG-1B3) and the Force Readiness Command
(FORCECOM) Training Division (FC-T). There are three primary sources of analysis
projects: (1) major systems acquisition projects, (2) program sponsor funded projects
(to include contracted analyses), and (3) program sponsor unfunded projects. The
management of the analysis process is slightly different depending on the originating
source of the request.
The primary source document for acquisitions projects and program sponsor funded
projects is typically the Request for Analysis (RFA) form. The Performance Work
Statement (PWS) is the primary source document for a contracted project. While each
of these two sources starts out differently, the elements of the process are quite similar
in function but dissimilar in scope. However, despite differences in how the project
starts (except acquisitions), a RFA form is always submitted to ensure the project is
actively monitored and managed within the RFA management system.
FC-T is responsible for managing USCG human performance analysis projects with the
exception of major acquisition projects, which are conducted through CG-1B3. The
committed resources and assigned schedule are factors that significantly affect how a
project is managed. Natural prioritization occurs as a function of four critical elements:
(1) funding availability, (2) organizational needs, (3) analysis work-force capacity, and
(4) work-force availability. Although it is not possible to have direct control over all of
these factors all of the time, FC-T works closely with the various program sponsors, the
Assistant Commandant for Acquisition (CG-9), CG-1B3, and Contracting (CG-91), to
ensure each project is focused on key human performance outcomes providing cost
effective solutions essential to mission execution requirements.

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to explain the process and to list the procedures the
USCG uses to manage human performance analysis projects.

Target Audience

The primary users of this process are the USCG Headquarters Program Managers,
Acquisitions Project Managers, and the external or internal analysis project teams who
will be using the results of these RFAs.
USERS
Program Managers
(funded)

Volume 2

ACTIONS
Funded projects will use this SOP to engage with FC-T
to assist with the following elements:


Preparation of the RFA to assist in the writing of
the PWS.



Preparation of the PWS.



Participation in alignment meeting.



Evaluation of Plan of Action and Milestones
(POAM).



Sign Alignment Agreement.



Quality control of interim milestone deliverables.



Participation and evaluation of final analysis report.



Preparation of plans for further action.
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Target Audience
(continued)

USERS
Program Managers
(unfunded)

Acquisition Project
Managers

Performance
Analysts/USCG Analysis
Teams/Contractors
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ACTIONS
Unfunded projects will use this SOP to engage with
FC-T to assist with the following elements:


Preparation of the RFA.



Acquire funding.



Participation in alignment meeting.



Evaluation of POAM.



Sign Alignment Agreement.



Quality control of interim milestone deliverables.



Participation and evaluation of final analysis report.



Preparation of plans for further action.

Funded Acquisition projects will use this SOP to
engage with CG-1B3 and FC-T to assist with the
following elements:


Preparation of RFA.



Preparation of the PWS.



Acquire funding



Organization and participation in alignment
meeting.



Participation and evaluation of final analysis report.



Preparation of plans for further action.



Evaluation of POAM.



Quality control of interim milestone deliverables.

Performance Analysts and contractors will use this
SOP to engage with CG-1B3 and FC-T to assist with
the following elements:


Conduct pre-alignment meeting.



Meet with Program to clarify provisions of PWS (if
required).



Preparation of the POAM.



Conduct an alignment meeting.



Develop Alignment Agreement and distribute for
signature.



Quality control of interim milestone deliverables.



Conduct analysis.



Provide regular communication via weekly reports.



Preparation and evaluation of final analysis report.
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All analysis projects managed by FC-T will follow the RFA process. The RFA process
filters out analysis requests not in alignment with the Commandant’s Strategic Goals
and Objectives. Any Program or Acquisitions Project Manager can submit a RFA form at
any time.

Request for
Analysis

NOTE: TRACEN completed JTAs for curriculum updates do not require a RFA. These
JTA Final Reports should be routed to PTC for inclusion in Analysis Library.
Submitting RFA
Form

Step

Program Managers and/or Acquisitions Project Managers will submit a completed RFA
form (information sections 1 and 4) to their FC-T Training Manager, Steps 4-6 below
should be accomplished within 5 workdays of receipt of the completed RFA form.
Who

Action

1

Program/Acquisitions Manager

2

Program/Acquisitions Manager

Complete RFA form, Sections 1 and 4
(available via the FC-Tptc SharePoint©
website and Appendix B).
IF
THEN
PM/AM
requires
help in
filling out
the form.

3

Program/Acquisitions Manager

E-mail form to FC-T Training Manager.

4

FC-T Training Manager

Review RFA form for completeness. Fill in
Sections 2 and 4.

5
6
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Contact the FC-T
Training Manager or
the person assigned
as the performance
support and training
team member (CG1B3).

E-mail form to FC-Tptc Analysis Branch Chief
or designated representative.
FORCECOM Performance
Technology Center (FC-Tptc)
RFA Process

7

Receive RFA form from Training Manager
and assign a Tracking Number. Create a
project on the FC-T SharePoint© projects
page and include pending RFA basic
information. This will add the request to the
next Project Acceptance Meeting IAW with
the FC-Tptc Process Guide.
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FC-T Assigns
Projects

FC-T is responsible for tasking/assigning analyses for completion. RFA tasking can be
within the USCG training system (internal) or externally via a contract vehicle.
Internal to USCG equates to:
 Performance Consulting Team


FC-Tptc



TRACEN Performance Technology Staff

External to USCG equates to:


Commercial Contracts

Complete FC-T activities for internal USCG tasking within 5 workdays of receipt.
Complete FC-T activities for external USCG tasking within 5 workdays of receipt.
Complete FC-Tptc activities (steps 4-6 below) for external USCG tasking will be within
30 days.

Step
1
2

Who
FC-Tptc

Action
Reviews RFA form for final completeness.
Determines tasking of RFA.
If tasking is

FC-T

Internal

3
External

6

Volume 2

FC-T notifies selected
organization of new RFA
tasking.
FC-Tptc begins contracting
initiative.

Develop PWS/Statement of Work (SOW).

4
5

Then

FC-Tptc
Analyst

Convene a FC-T PWS/SOW review meeting.
Pursue contracting venue.
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Provide Quality
Assurance

Analyses are conducted per Section III of this SOP. The analyst is assigned to the
analysis for its duration and provides coordination with Program Managers.
Quality assurance will be carried out by administering the Customer/Sponsor Project
Feedback Form (Appendix C) and the Analysis Validation Requirements Checklist
(Appendix D) as per the following table:
If analysis conducted by:

Then feedback and validation forms will be
administered by:

FC-T Representative

FC-T

FC-Tptc Analysts

FC-Tptc Analysis Branch Chief

Training Center (TRACEN)
Analysts

TRACEN Performance Systems Branch/Division
Chief

Contract Task Order

FC-Tptc Analyst or Contracting Officer
Representative (COR)

Approval of the final product is based on the logic, methodologies, and articulation of
the analysis and not on the content or specific recommendations included.
Misalignments between the products produced and USCG standards will be brought to
the attention of the analyst for correction (or additional analysis, as required) prior to
delivery of the final report.
Analysis Final
Report

Volume 2

The FC-T Training Manager will receive updates throughout the project. If the FC-T
Training Manager, the Program Manager, and/or Acquisitions Manager are members of
the analysis team, they will be able to provide comments on draft reports. The
organization tasked with conducting the analysis will brief the final report to FC-T,
Program and Acquisitions Managers, and other appropriate stakeholders. The FC-T
Training Manager will be present at the briefing to address issues and to begin
coordination of the development and implementation of a POAM. This briefing and
signing the final report typically signifies the end of the analysis project.
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FC-T Develops and
Implements Plan of
Action and
Milestones (POAM)

The FC-T Training Manager will assist the Program Manager responsible for
implementing recommendations. The FC-T Training Manager will capture the actions
required for implementation in a comprehensive POAM. The POAM is the controlling
document for the project and describes all aspects of the performances to be
accomplished, milestones, and deliverables.
The following Step-Action table provides specific roles and responsibilities.

Step

Who

Action

1

Draft POAM. An example of a completed POAM is included in
Appendix E.

2

Route the draft POAM to all interested parties for concurrence (i.e.,
Program, Analysis Source)

3

FC-T
Training
Manager,
Program
Manager

IF
Follow-on analysis required

Coordinate additional RFAs.

Non-Instructional
intervention required

Program Manager is responsible for
implementing non-instructional
interventions (See non-instructional
intervention SOP).

IF

4

FC-T
Training
Manager,
Program
Manager,
TRACEN

THEN

Skills and
Knowledge
(Training or
job aid
development)

AND

THEN

E-4 Quals
affected

Coordinate “A” school
modifications through the “A”
school Training Manager.

E-5 or E-6
Quals
affected

Coordinate revisions for affected
Rating Performance
Qualifications (RPQs) through
the ERATS Program
Administrator.

Other tasks
required

Identify “C” School
requirements, program
funding (RP, technical
adjustment, or offset) to
support resident instruction
development, and engage
applicable TRASYS
component for
development,
implementation, and
evaluation.

See the Advanced Distributed
Alternative
Learning (ADL SOP 7 and
development coordinate RFD with program
required
manager.
On-the-Job
Training
required

Volume 2
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See the Structured On-the-Job
Training SOP.
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FC-T Develops and
Implements Plan of
Action and
Milestones (POAM)
(continued)

5

FC-T
Training
Manager,
Program
Manager,
TRACEN

The FC-T Training Manager can facilitate an evaluation by soliciting
feedback from the Program/Acquisitions Manager regarding his/her
satisfaction with the analysis process and its final product using the
following tools:


Customer Satisfaction Survey



Organizational Feedback Survey



Analysis Process Evaluation

These checklists are found in Appendix C and Appendix D respectively. The FC-T
Representative is responsible for evaluating Program Manager feedback and
recommending changes to the analysis process, if appropriate.
The FC-T Representative will also collect appropriate documents in electronic media
and archive in the FC-T library for later use and reference.
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SECTION III: Universal Analysis Components
Introduction

This section contains general terms and phase descriptions common to all analysis
methodologies.

3.1 Analysis Team
Introduction

Any analysis should be approached using a team effort mentality. The success of the
analysis depends on all members of the team working together to complete the project.
Members of the team must include the following:


Performance Analysts



Program office initiating the RFA



FORCECOM Training Managers



Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)



Accomplished Performers (APs)



Stakeholders

Human
Performance
Analysts

Human Performance Analysts are experts trained in the analysis methodologies and
work as a team by overseeing the analysis, collecting data, determining the findings,
making intervention recommendations, developing the analysis report, and conducting
any evaluations.

Customer

The Customer is generally the program office initiating the request. They are
responsible for providing funding, identifying sites to visit, and selecting SMEs and APs
for interviews and performance observations. All interventions are the responsibility of
the Customer to carry out.

FORCECOM
Training Managers

FORCECOM Training Managers work with the Customer and the analyst to gain
consensus on project goals and issues, help with completing the RFA, and assist with
the implementation of Skills/Knowledge (S/K) recommendations from the analysis.

Subject Matter
Expert

A SME is identified as the most knowledgeable person regarding a specific subject or
piece of equipment. SMEs provide valuable insight to the project at a higher level and
provide input on items, such as current training and program strategic goals.

Accomplished
Performers

The APs are a critical component of the analysis process. An AP is a person whose
skill set and/or performance level serves as an example of the optimal or desired state.
The APs are exemplars who are currently performing the job at the most effective and
efficient performance levels. Their inclusion in the human performance model (Figure
1) is critical because it means analysts can observe and interview the "best of the best"
currently doing the job.
NOTE: Sometimes the USCG has no APs because the equipment or job is new to the
organization. In this situation, APs may be identified from another organization and
SMEs, factory technicians, or other experts may be utilized to determine the Major
Accomplishments (MAs) and tasks that make up a job.
From those documented observations, analysts validate performance
accomplishments, tasks, and steps used later for the design and development of S/K
interventions.

Stakeholders

Volume 2

Stakeholders are people who have an interest in the outcomes of an analysis study.
The findings may have an effect on them or their work. Stakeholders include other
program offices and training centers.
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3.2 Common Analysis Phases
Introduction

The following phases are commonly completed in all analyses:


Alignment Meeting



Report Preparation



Out Brief

General steps for the phases are listed below. Any analysis specific information is
located in each analysis SOP section.
Alignment
Meeting

The alignment process is critical to creating a shared understanding of the roles,
responsibilities, deadlines, and outputs of the analysis. The initial step of the alignment
process is the pre-alignment meeting. The pre-alignment meeting is held to explore the
request for an analysis in more detail and to document agreement on key issues
(project scope, type of analysis, etc.). A meeting of the team should take place prior to
the formal Alignment Meeting to discuss key issues.
Step
1

Action
Prepare for the pre-alignment meeting.
a. Review RFA.
b. Review available extant data.
c.

Discuss analysis with Training Manager (identify
stakeholders).

d. Develop questions for gathering analysis data.
e. Develop general agenda.
f.

Develop expectations for stakeholders.

g. Associate RFA elements to specific extant data.
h. Update project tracker as applicable.
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Alignment Meeting
(continued)

Step
2

Action
Conduct pre-alignment meeting.
a. Follow general agenda.
b. Document attendees.
c.

Conduct meeting.

d. Take meeting notes and transcribe into electronic
form after the meeting.
e. Determine scope and gain concurrence.
f.

Communicate Program responsibilities:


Identify sites to visit



Identify funding



Provide names of APs and SMEs



Contact AP and SME supervisors to notify them
an analysis team is going to interview and
observe APs and SMEs



Confirm Program Champion for approval and
final decision making



Confirm stakeholders

g. Convey who should be at the alignment meeting
(Program Champion/O-6, GS-15).
h. Identify constraints.
i.

Update project tracker.

The alignment meeting provides the opportunity to solidify the scope of the project,
what will be delivered (the product), and the needed resources (time, people, and
money). The resulting Alignment Agreement with the POAM serves as the contract for
the project between the lead Performance Analyst, FORCECOM Training Manager,
and the Program.
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Alignment Meeting
(continued)

The alignment meeting may be conducted in-person or virtually, but regardless of the
format, it should be done simultaneously with Program Manager, Training Manager,
and all other Stakeholders. During the alignment meeting, it is important for the lead
analyst and/or the FORCECOM Training Manager to ensure the Program clearly
understands the analysis process. It is also critical to note the analysis is just the
beginning and the Program and other stakeholders are critical to evaluating and
implementing analysis recommendations. Optimal job performance occurs only after
the recommendations from the analysis are implemented.
The lead analyst should ensure the Alignment Agreement includes the outcomes of the
alignment meeting. The finalized Alignment Agreement should be signed by all parties,
but at a minimum by the lead analyst, Program Manager, Training Manager, and other
stakeholders.
Step
1

Action
Prepare for alignment meeting.
a. Develop agenda.
b. Create Draft Alignment Agreement and Power
Point presentation.

c.



Review RFA



Review available extant data



Discuss analysis with Training Manager



Develop expectations for stakeholders

Technical Editor reviews Draft Alignment
Agreement and Power Point presentation.

d. FC-Tptc Branch Chief or COR reviews Draft
Alignment Agreement and Power Point
presentation.
e. E-mail agenda, Draft Alignment Agreement, and
Power Point presentation to Training Manager.
f.

E-mail Draft Alignment Agreement to Program and
other signatories for review.

g. Update project tracker.
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Alignment Meeting
(continued)

Step
2

Action
Conduct alignment meeting.
a. Ensure there is a copy of the following information
and/or documents.


RFA



Extant data



Scoping document



Tasking memo



Call in information



Draft Alignment Agreement

b. Follow formal agenda.
c.

Document attendees and assign a scribe for meeting
notes.

d. Discuss and document concerns.
e. Solidify scope and obtain concurrence.
f.

Collect the following items from Program:


Sites to visit



Funding documentation



Names of APs and SMEs



Confirmation Program will contact AP and SME
supervisors to notify them an analysis team is
going to interview and observe APs and SMEs



Confirmation of Program Champion for approval
and final decision making



Confirmation of stakeholders

g. Discuss and document concerns.
h. Reach agreement/concurrence on items discussed.
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i.

Document constraints.

j.

Complete Alignment.

k.

Update project tracker as applicable.
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Alignment Meeting
(continued)

Step
3

Action
Post Alignment Meeting
a. Incorporate any changes from alignment meeting into
Alignment Agreement
b. Route updated Draft Alignment Agreement to
Program Champion, Program Manager, Training
Manager, and stakeholders prior to signing and make
any additional changes. Ensure concurrence on any
additional changes.
c.

Route final Alignment Agreement for signature.

d. Receive signed final Alignment Agreement.
e. Place signed final Alignment Agreement in the project
folder and copy the link into the project tracker.
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Report Preparation

The lead analysts, Training Manager, and Project Manager should consult on the
findings and recommendations as soon as data is complete. Analyst begin report
writing once the findings and recommendations are approved.
Step
1

Action
Create report.
a. Gather information.
b. Organize information and files.
c.

Populate required elements of the analysis template
located in each analysis SOP section.
NOTE: If a Technical Writer is available, provide this
information to them.

d. FC-Tptc Branch Chief or COR reviews draft report.
e. Incorporate feedback and discuss any issues with
reviewer.
f.

Route draft report to Training and Program Managers.

g. Incorporate feedback and discuss any issues with
reviewer.
h. Finalize report.
i.

Route final report for final signature.

j.

Post in Analysis Library.

NOTE: All Customer questions and concerns must be resolved prior to the Out Brief.
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Out Brief

The Out Brief is critical to ensure the Program understands the findings and
recommendations they need to implement. The Out Brief should be coordinated as
soon as the final report is complete. The Out Brief should address (at a minimum) a
quick synopsis of the process and data, focus on findings, solution options, cost
summaries, and recommendations. Upon completion of the Out Brief, the
FORCECOM Training Manager and Coast Guard Headquarters Program Manager
will develop a comprehensive POAM for additional tasking and coordination and any
further production work, if recommended.
Step
1

Action
Prepare for Out Brief.
a. Prepare briefing materials (PowerPoints, report
copies, etc.).
NOTE: The Training Manager should be involved in
developing the implementation slides. For contractors,
the requirement of report copies may differ and should
be done in accordance with the PWS or SOW.
b. Technical Writer and internal Chain of Command
reviews Out Brief PowerPoint slides.
c.

Develop agenda.

d. Invite Program Champion, Program Manager,
Training Manager, and applicable stakeholders who
will be critical to implementing analysis findings.
2

Conduct Out Brief.
a. Follow formal agenda.
b. Provide follow up on any additional questions or
tasking.
c.

Training Manager discusses implementation and way
forward.

d. Ask for feedback from those in the Out Brief.
e. Update project tracker as applicable.
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Section IV: Authorized Analysis Methodologies
Introduction

This section provides basic methodologies for conducting analyses. FC-T must
approve any variations from these methodologies. See Appendix F.

Background

There are numerous types of analyses, but this section attempts to identify the most
common types conducted in support of USCG operations.
The analysis types and levels addressed in the following sections are:


Strategic Needs Assessment (SNA)



Front End Analysis (FEA)



Job Task Analysis (JTA)



Occupational Analysis (OA)



Staffing Requirements Analysis (SRA)

Regardless of the analysis type conducted, the following HPT principles must be
followed:


Use a systems approach.



Only conduct analysis based on validated needs.



All analyses are data driven.



All interventions/recommendations for solutions are supported by findings.

Analysis projects can often be complicated and involve facets of different types of
analyses. For example, it may be useful to combine elements of an SNA into an FEA.
Careful and deliberate discussions with the members of the team are crucial to
completing the study and delivering a product the Customer can use to improve
performance.
Exceptions
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For any exceptions outside of the existing analyses, permission must be requested
through the FC-Tptc Director located at TRACEN Yorktown. The request will thoroughly
be examined and addressed with an explanation of concurrence or non-concurrence.
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4.1 Strategic Needs Assessment
Introduction

Target Audience

Background

An SNA examines the external and internal factors affecting performance within the
context of an organization’s business strategy and identifies the gaps between the
current and desired performance. This type of analysis focuses on:


Articulating desired outcomes based on given organizational or program
capstone documents such as mission, vision, most probable scenarios,
intelligence and criteria.



Comparing desired outcomes to actual outcomes to determine performance
gaps at the organization, unit, and/or individual levels.



Identifying root causes for each performance gap and recommending potential
solutions for closing each performance gap.



Analyzing each performance gap as to its scope, magnitude and priority for
resolution based on the cost to close the performance gap as compared to the
cost of ignoring it.



Implementing the selected solutions.



Evaluating results.

The target audience for an SNA includes:


USCG FORCECOM Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and
HPT Practitioners)



USCG FORCECOM Training Managers



USCG Headquarters Program Managers



Commercial Contractors

An SNA identifies the causes of performance problems resulting from the frequent
changes in the USCG’s world of work. The USCG uses the approach in Figure 3 to
solve performance problems or realize opportunities to meet organizational goals.

Figure 3. Strategic Needs Assessment Model
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Background
(continued)

Closing performance gaps using the most cost effective and efficient solutions is
critical for the organization’s long-term success.
An SNA is most effective in the following situations:


Linking performance improvement needs to the business strategy of the
USCG.



Undertaking long-term performance or organizational change initiatives.



Identifying a process that does not add value to the USCG.



Identifying performance gaps affecting different USCG programs.

Performing an SNA offers many benefits to the USCG, for example:


Developing a long-term solution to existing performance problems or new
performance needs.



Solving problems affecting core business processes, such as product
development, order processing or service delivery.



Solving problems affecting many different USCG programs.

The main drawbacks to performing an SNA are:

Strategic Needs
Assessment
Phases



Cost.



Time-intensive.



Requires participation by many people in various programs.



Difficult to shift the focus from individual Customer needs to organizational
needs; it requires alignment between the analyst and the Customer(s) who are
responsible for the business result(s).

For USCG training purposes, a typical SNA includes the following phases:


Phase 1: Alignment Meeting



Phase 2: Performance Analysis



Phase 3: Root Cause Analysis



Phase 4: Intervention Selection and Design



Phase 5: Final Report



Phase 6: Out Brief



Phase 7: Implementation



Phase 8: Evaluation

NOTE: Although these phases appear linear, there are no precise boundaries between
them. As an SNA project progresses, the data and results from one phase may cause
modifications in planned activities for the next phase.
It is the responsibility of the analysts to routinely check for alignment on the project and
keep the Program informed of all modifications to the proposed project schedule, as
well as any changes to the planned activities in each phase.
Follow Appendix G Quality Assurance Checklist for all reports to ensure quality.
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Phase 1: Alignment

The steps for the alignment meeting are located in Section III on page 19.

Phase 2:
Performance
Analysis

The purpose of the Performance Analysis Phase is to work with the Customer to:


Identify the performance gap or opportunity.



Ensure alignment with organizational goals, objectives, and missions.



Identify desired and actual performance.



Define the gap(s) between desired and actual performance in measurable
terms.



Determine cost benefits of various interventions.



Make recommendations for performance interventions to remove performance
gaps.

The steps in the Performance Analysis Phase of the SNA process are:
Step

Who

Action

1

Analyst,
Customer
responsible
for the
Business
Result,
Training
Manager,
and
Customer
requesting
the SNA

2

Analyst

Develop data collection plan. See Appendix I and
Appendix J.

3

Analyst

Collect data.

Align with Customer(s). See Appendix H.
NOTE: The Customer responsible for the business
result may or may not be the same as the Customer
requesting the analysis. It is essential the
responsible person is also involved in the process
since both the analyst and the requesting Customer
have the responsibility to make sure the suggested
solution(s) support the USCG’s business objectives.

Conduct performance gap analysis:
 Identify optimal performance
4

Analyst

 Identify actual performance
 Determine gaps between optimal and actual
performances

5
6
7
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Analyst
Analyst and
Customer(s)
Analyst and
Customer(s)

Prepare Performance Analysis report. See
Appendix K.
Brief report findings and recommendations to
Customer(s).
Continue to Root Cause Analysis.
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Phase 3: Root
Cause Analysis

The purpose of the Root Cause Analysis Phase is to work with the Customer to:


Determine root causes for the gap(s) identified in the Performance Analysis
Phase.



Classify root causes as a lack of:
o Skills and Knowledge
o Motivation and Incentive
o Environmental (expectations and feedback, tools and processes, and
rewards, recognition, and incentives)
o Assignment or Selection

The steps in the Root Cause Analysis Phase of the SNA process are:
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Step

Who

Action

1

Analyst

Review Performance Analysis report.

2

Analyst

Develop data collection plan. See Appendix L
Strategically design the data collection plan
involving the Customer so they better
understand the process and method. The
Customer provides extant data and list of APs.
During an SNA, analysts may need to see the
performance at both the non-optimal and
optimal performance level.

3

Analyst

Collect data. See Appendix L.

4

Analyst

Classify Root Causes. See Appendix L.

5

Analyst

Prepare Root Cause Analysis Report. See
Appendix M.

6

Analyst and
Customer(s)

Brief report findings and recommendations to
the Customer(s).

7

Analyst and
Customer(s)

Continue to Intervention Selection and Design
Phase.
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Phase 4:
Intervention
Selection and
Design

The purpose of the Intervention Selection and Design Phase is to work with the
Customer to:


Develop effective and cost efficient interventions.



Prioritize interventions.



Compare costs of interventions.

The steps in the Intervention Selection and Design Phase of the SNA process are:
Step

Who

1

Analyst

Action
Review Root Cause Analysis Report.
Select at least one intervention
recommendation for each performance gap
identified.

2

NOTE: Some performance interventions may
address more than one performance gap and
noted accordingly.

Analyst

Develop interventions recommendation list
and link at least one intervention to each
performance gap identified. See Appendix N.
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3

Analyst

Rank order each intervention based on
Rationale, Value, Integration, and
Acceptability. See Appendix O.

4

Analyst

Develop Intervention Selection report. See
Appendix P.

5

Analyst and
Customer(s)

6

Analyst,
Customer(s), and
Implementation
Stakeholders

Brief report to Customer(s). Analyst provides
Out Brief to Project Manager, Customers,
stakeholders, and FC-T Representative.
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Phase 5: Report
Preparation

The steps for preparing the report are located in Section III on page 22.
The subsequent outline should be followed in the development of the final report:



Table of Contents
Executive Summary
o Purpose
o Methods
o Recommendations
 Project Overview
o Reason for Analysis
 Alignment
o Alignment Meeting
o Stakeholders and Roles
o Responsibilities
o Funding Agreement
o Scope
 Method
o Overview
o Extant Data Review
o Site Visits and Interviews
o Focus Groups
o Strategic Needs Assessment Overview
o Performance Analysis
o Intervention Analysis
 Causal Analysis
o Causal Analysis Overview
o Causal Analysis – Element #
 Intervention Selection
o Intervention Selection Introduction
o Interventions
 Future Actions
o Next Phase
 Appendices
o Appendix A – Abbreviations and Definitions
o Appendix B – Request for Analysis
o Appendix C – Scoping Documents
o Appendix D – Alignment Agreement
o Appendix E – Document Review
o Appendix F – Site Visits
o Appendix G – Task Validation Meeting Results (if conducted)
o Appendix H – Intervention Selection
NOTE: Additional appendices added as required.
Phase 6: Out Brief
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The steps for conducting an Out Brief are located in Section III on page 23.
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Phase 7:
Implementation

The purpose of the Implementation Phase is for the analyst to work with the Customer
and FC-T Training Manager to develop a comprehensive POAM to implement the
interventions.
The steps in the Implementation Phase of the SNA process are:
Step

Who

Action

1

FC-T

Draft POAM. An example of a completed POAM is
included in Appendix E.

2

FC-T

Route draft POAM to all stakeholders for concurrence
(Customer, Training Manager, Analysis Source).

3

IF:

THEN:

Follow-on analysis
required

Coordinate additional
RFA(s).

Non-instructional
intervention required

Program Managers are
responsible for
implementing noninstructional
interventions.

FC-T

IF:

4
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FC-T

AND:

Training or
job aid
development
is required

27

THEN:

E2 or E3
Quals
affected

Coordinate PME Qual
changes and Enlisted
Accession training
through Accessions
TRACEN and training
manager.

E-4 Quals
affected

Coordinate
“A” school
modifications through
“A” school Training
Manager.

E-5 or E-6
Quals
affected

Coordinate revisions
for affected RQS.
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Phase 7:
Implementation
(continued)

IF:

AND:

THEN:

Other tasks
required
4

FC-T

Training or
job aid
development
is required

Alternative
Development
required

Phase 8:
Evaluation

Identify C School
requirements, program
funding (RP, technical
adjustment, or offset)
to support resident
instruction
development, and
engage applicable
TRASYS component
for development,
implementation, and
evaluation. Note,
TRASYS component
will act as COR if
contracted service is
appropriate provider.
See the Advanced
Distributed Learning
SOP and coordinate
RFD with Program
Manager.

The purpose of the Evaluation Phase is to work with the Customer to ensure
recommendations are closing performance gaps.
The steps in the Evaluation Phase of the SNA process are:
Step

Who

1

FC-T Training
Managers

2

Action

FC-T Training
Managers

Work with TRACEN Performance
Components to develop evaluation plan.
The FC-T Training Manager will conduct
an evaluation by soliciting feedback from
the Program/Acquisitions Manager
regarding his/her satisfaction with the
analysis process and its final product
using the following tools:




3
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FC-T Training
Managers
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Customer Satisfaction Survey
Organizational Feedback Survey
Analysis Process Evaluation

Implement evaluation plan.
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4.2 Front End Analysis
Introduction

An FEA is a systematic process for:


Describing new performance.



Determining inhibitors to competent performance.



Recommending the skills and knowledge (S/K), environmental (ENV),
motivational/incentive (M/I), and assignment and selection (A/S) interventions
that must be put in place to help USCG workers achieve optimum
performance.

The USCG uses SABA's Peak Performance System© (PPS) FEA methodology to
define performance (NOTE: Any reference to “FEA” specifically means SABA’s PPS
FEA methodology):


Associated with new acquisitions (i.e., ships, aircraft, and equipment procured
to accomplish USCG missions).



No previous FEA conducted.



As part of a larger analysis such as an SNA.

The USCG also uses the FEA methodology to determine the cause of performance
problems and to recommend interventions to improve deficient performance.
Target Audience

The target audience for an FEA includes:


USCG FORCECOM Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and
HPT Practitioners)



USCG FORCECOM Training Managers



USCG Headquarters Program Managers

 Commercial Contractors
Additionally, FEA data is used by a variety of entities including Acquisition Managers,
Rating Force Master Chiefs (RFMCs), and training center course
designers/developers.
Background

The FEA identifies the skills and knowledge required of performers, the motivational
issues related to job performance, personnel assignment and selection criteria, issues
relevant to performance, and environmental factors such as policy that can be either a
barrier or catalyst to competent job performance. The FEA methodology used by the
USCG fits into HPT methodologies and into Instructional Systems Design (ISD)
models.

Why Use FEA
Methodology?

The following are reasons for using FEA methodology to define performance:
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Focuses on the performer and his/her performance in the field.



Places more importance on aligning a project right from the start.



Provides job aids containing detailed prescriptive and standardized
instructions for how to conduct each aspect of an FEA as part of the USCG
FEA training. The job aids ensure the effort's outputs are replicable no matter
who conducts the analysis.



Focuses on alignment with associated USCG business goals and ensures
interventions recommended through the analysis tie back to helping
performers achieve the goals.
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Why Use FEA
Methodology?
(continued)

How Does FEA Fit
into HPT
Methodologies?



Defines an AP as ‒"the best of the best" currently doing the job‒ and ties
project success to early identification. The AP observations and interviews
gather data for analysis.



Places emphasis on selecting the type of FEA most applicable to a particular
project.



Provides a thorough study of the performer’s performance in the field.



Produces major accomplishments (for S/K gaps), and a task and step list
used for design of job aids and training interventions validated with APs.



Used by the USCG to make "train/no train" decisions.



Emphasizes job aid development (performance supports stores information in
the job aid) and/or training development (intervention stores information in the
student's long-term memory).

The FEA is the first phase of a three-phase process called the Peak Performance
System (PPS). The PPS and FEA are an HPT approach that defines a process for
analyzing, designing, developing, implementing, and evaluating projects to most cost
effectively influence human performance that is of value to the USCG's basic business
goals.
As an HPT approach, it demands the analyst consider all influences affecting
performance. Figure 4 shows the five categories impacting performance factors.

Figure 4. Performance Factors
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How Does FEA Fit
into HPT
Methodologies
(continued)

The analysis effort focuses on the performance at the major accomplishments (MAs),
tasks, and steps levels and is very useful for designing subsequent intervention
recommendations. Its focus on observing and interviewing APs results in the capture
of specific "tricks of the trade" that can be incorporated into job aids. As a systematic
model, it defines a rigorous and standardized approach to gathering and analyzing
data. When the problem is poor performance, it provides a rigorous and standardized
method for performing performance gap analysis at the task level.
It also applies an equally rigorous and standardized approach to converting FEA data
interventions for improving the worker’s performance into S/K, ENV, M/I, and/or A/S
recommendations.

How Does FEA Fit
into the ISD Model?

When training is determined to be the correct intervention to fill a gap, the FEA is one
of the critical elements of the ISD’s first analysis phase. The USCG is committed to
designing or developing training only after a completed analysis determines training is
the solution to a performance problem.

FEA Model is
Helpful in Training
Designers and
Developers

The FEA methodology is part of a larger PPS model particularly useful to USCG
Training Centers because it provides USCG staff and contractors with performances,
major accomplishments, tasks, and steps needed to design and develop efficient and
effective job aids and performance-based training.

Requirements for
Conducting an FEA

The requirements for conducting an FEA are:

Two Types of FEAs



Training in PPS Phase 1 provided by a SABA Certified Instructor for
Optimizing Human Performance.



FEA job aids and worksheets acquired as instructional materials during
training.



Strict adherence to the FEA job aids and completion of all the worksheets.

There are two types of FEAs:
1. New Performance Planning (NPP FEA)
2. Diagnostic (DFEA)
Selection of the type of FEA performed occurs during the project scoping process.
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Parts of an FEA Effort

The FEA Process

Whether an NPP FEA or DFEA, all FEAs have the same components:


Pre-alignment meeting with the Customer to determine expectations.



Alignment meeting with the Customer and all stakeholders.



Follow up Alignment Agreement with the Customer and all stakeholders’
concurrence. NOTE: The Alignment Agreement includes the POAM.



Extant data collection and review.



Collecting Performance Data (SME and AP interviews and observations of
performance).



Developing a preliminary task list including MAs, task, and steps.



Validating the preliminary task list through a task validation meeting with
APs. Finalizing the task list based on AP feedback.



Determining and documenting performance findings.



Determining performance interventions.



Discussing interventions with the Customer to ensure they are feasible and
adjusting based on feedback.



Developing a draft report and circulating for finalization (report includes data
analysis to produce S/K, ENV, M/I, and A/S interventions, supporting data
used to determine those findings, supporting rationale for each finding, and
benefit to the organization for each finding).



Developing a Cost Analysis when requested in the RFA or SOW/PWS.



Final report to the Customer.



Creating presentation slides and agenda for Out Brief.



Presenting the Analysis Results in a formal Out Brief.



Follow up action plan.



Evaluation of performance improvement after completion.

The FEA training in conjunction with the FEA job aids describes the process to
conduct an FEA. Figure 5 below provides a general overview of the FEA process.
Find detailed steps and tasks in the job aids. In the event of conflict, the FEA job
aids are the preeminent source and take precedence. The Step Action Tables below
provide guidance in addition to using the job aids.

Figure 5. FC‐Tptc Analysis Process
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4.2.1 NPP FEA
NPP FEA

An NPP FEA generally analyzes “new starts” such as when a new piece of equipment,
policy, or position is created. An NPP FEA also analyzes a job with no prior FEA or a
job/piece of equipment that has changed so much the original FEA is no longer valid.

Phase 1: Project
Communication
Tracking

Use this phase throughout the project to communicate the project status and keep the
Program informed on the findings so the final report is not a surprise. Communication
is essential between the team throughout the entire project. Poor or a lack of
communication results in conflicts, misinformation, and a product that may not meet
the Program’s needs in solving the performance problem.
Step
1

Action
Maintain project tracking.
a. Develop status report during the Alignment.
NOTE: At a minimum, the project status is
communicated bi-weekly to the Program
Manager and Training Manager.
b. Send status report to Program, stakeholders,
and Training Manager.
c.

2

Enter status into tracking tool (SharePoint)
weekly.

Resolve issues.
a. Discuss with Program, Chain of Command, and
Training Manager.
b. Resolve at appropriate level.
c.

Document on status report.

d. Document on tracking tool.
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Phase 2: Alignment

The steps for the pre-alignment and alignment meetings are located in Section III on
page 19. When conducting the meeting, the lead analyst should use “Job Aid 3
Project Alignment” (Harless, 2001) to ensure all information is collected.
NOTE: Depending on the project's complexity and issues, it may be necessary to
refine the Alignment Agreement with the Program several times.
The analysis will proceed as long as the following are completed:

Phase 3: Data
Collection and
Analysis



Signed Alignment Agreement.



The Program agrees to and is able to provide funding in a timely manner.



The Program understands training is not the only intervention they will
consider.



The Program is able to identify the USCG business goal the project will serve.



The Program can identify APs and SMEs (see note below for new
equipment/jobs).

As soon as the Alignment Phase is completed, analysts begin collecting data for the
analysis which includes gathering and reviewing extant data, meeting with SMEs as
required, and interviewing and observing APs. Collecting data is the largest part of
conducting the FEA. The purpose of Data Analysis is to determine performance (MAs,
tasks, and steps) and then identify performance gaps using the performance factors
S/K, ENV, M/I, and assignment selection (A/S).
The following should be considered during data collection and analysis:


Use “Job Aid 6 New Performance Planning FEA” (Harless, 2001).



MAs are expressed as nouns or noun phrases.



Tasks are expressed as action verbs with objects.



Analysts use job aids to interview APs.



Analysts complete and retain summary sheets.



All questions found in the job aids are adequately answered.



Task data are sorted through relevant algorithms to properly identify what S/K
tasks should have a job aid (with introductory or extensive training) developed
and which tasks should be trained to memory.

NOTE: The FEA method for S/K findings includes algorithms for making train/no train
decisions and for determining under what circumstances job aid tasks require
introductory or extensive training. To ensure FEA outcomes are standardized, it is
critical that USCG analysts use the algorithms contained in the FEA materials to make
training and job aid recommendations.
The FEA method for S/K findings utilizes a formula comprised of the following task
data:
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Speed



Frequency



Complexity



Consequences of error



Probability of change



Barriers to job aiding
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Phase 3: Data
Collection and
Analysis
(continued)

NPP FEA Summary Sheets 1-4, in the Harless Job Aid Section 6, are completed
during this phase. The steps for the Data Collection and Analysis Phase are:
Step
1

Action
Develop data collection plan.
a. Analyst verifies with Program all extant data sources.
b. Analyst identifies and collects all relevant extant data.
c.

Analyst determines data collection method.

d. Program confirms sites, APs, and SMEs for data
collection visit(s) initially identified/approved in the
Alignment Agreement.
e. Program Champion provides an analysis team
introduction to the site(s), and notifies site(s) the
analysis team is conducting interviews and
observations of identified APs.
f.

Analyst schedules site visit(s).

NOTE: Site locations are provided by the Program office.
g. Analyst schedules interview(s).
NOTE: Interviewees and contacts are provided by the
Program office.
h. Analyst estimates travel budget.
i.

Analyst sends scheduled list of site(s) and estimated
travel costs to Program. Program will provide Travel
Order Numbers (TONOs). Enter information into the
Travel Preparation and Examination System (TPAX)
and print orders.

NOTE: Contractors must provide travel requests with
proposed costs to the COR.
j.

Analyst updates Branch Chief.

k.

Analyst updates project tracker.

l.

Analyst reviews Alignment documents.

m. Analyst team schedules travel by reserving hotel
rooms, flights, and other form of transportation.
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Phase 3: Data
Collection and
Analysis (continued)

2

Develop performance hierarchy
a. Analyst reviews all relevant extant data.
b. Analyst creates preliminary performance task list.
c.

Analyst prepares list of questions to ask SMEs and
APs.

d. Analysis team conducts interviews with SMEs to refine
preliminary performance task list.




Ask prepared performance related questions.
Ask follow up questions to clarify if needed.
Document findings and transcribe notes into
electronic format to ensure file for reference.

e. Analysis team conducts AP site interviews and
observations




Ask prepared performance related questions.
Ask follow up questions to clarify if needed.
Document observations/findings and
transcribe notes into electronic format to
ensure file for reference.

Note any findings in the four areas of S/K, ENV, A/S,
and M/I
f.

Analyst analyzes data to determine if additional data is
needed or items need clarification.

g. Analyst discusses situation with Program to determine
if additional data collection is needed.
h. Analyst updates performance task list.
3

Identify performance factors (ENV, M/I, S/K, and A/S).
a. Separate findings into different performance factors
(S/K, ENV, A/S, and M/I).
b. Validate performance hierarchy for S/K findings and
conduct task validation meeting (TVM).
c.

Conduct meeting/validate list (MAs, tasks and
steps)/measure MAs, tasks and steps.

d. Using “Job Aid 6 New Performance Planning FEA”
(Harless, 2001), document TVM results on the
summary sheets.
e. Convert completed summary sheets into electronic
format to be used as part of the final report.
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Phase 4: Findings
and Performance
Intervention
Recommendations

Creating the intervention recommendations is the heart of the analysis project. Close
cooperation between all members of the team is required. Project analysts must
consult with the Program, Training Managers, and stakeholders to determine
achievable interventions. This helps the analysts and Program to shape
recommendations. However, if current constraints prevent an intervention from being
implemented (i.e. budgeting), these recommendations may prove useful to gain the
resources necessary to implement a solution.
Working with the Program, Training Manager, and stakeholders may eliminate the
need to consult with several specialists. If the Program cannot afford certain
interventions or foresees too many impediments to implement them, it will be
necessary to work with the Program on possible achievable solutions. Do not prepare
a draft FEA Report until a system of achievable positive performance interventions is
developed. An internal review will ensure the report is on track.
Use NPP FEA Summary Sheets 1-5, in the Harless Job Aid Section 6, during this
phase. The steps of the Performance Intervention Recommendations Phase are:
Step
1

Action
Develop Findings.
a. Review performance data and notes from site visits,
observations, and interviews.
b. Look for opportunities and barriers to performance.
c.

Categorize preliminary findings into the four Harless
performance factors (S/K, ENV, A/S, and M/I).

d. Determine if trends exist.
e. Analyze data (quantify/qualify).
f.

Develop preliminary findings.

g. Discuss preliminary findings with Training and
Program Managers.
h. Gather and obtain clarification/additional data when
needed.
i.
2

Finalize findings.

Develop Intervention Recommendations.
a. Review findings.
b. Develop potential solutions from interviews and
observations using performance data and notes
from site visits.
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Phase 4: Findings
and Performance
Intervention
Recommendations
(continued)

Step
2

Action
c.

Develop preliminary Intervention
Recommendations.

d. Develop supporting rationale and benefit to the
organization.
e. Discuss with Training and Program Manager.
f.

Gather any additional data as required.

g. Conduct internal review to ensure report is on track.
h. Finalize Intervention Recommendations.
3
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Develop Cost Analysis if required.
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Phase 5: Report
Preparation

The steps for the report preparation are located in Section III on page 22. The FEA
report should follow the Quality Assurance Checklist located in Appendix G.
The subsequent outline should be followed in the development of the final report:












Table of Contents
Executive Summary
o Purpose
o Methods
o Recommendations
Need to Analyze
o Reason for Analysis
o Case for Analysis
Alignment
o Alignment Meeting
o Stakeholders and Roles
o Responsibilities
o Scope
o Analysis Overview
o Funding Agreement
o Constraints
Method
o Analysis Type
o Data Collection
o Extant Data Review
o Task Validation Meeting
o Site Visit and Interviews
Findings and Recommendations
o Discussion
Future Actions
o Next Phase
Appendices
o Appendix A – Abbreviations and Definitions
o Appendix B – Request for Analysis
o Appendix C – Alignment Agreement
o Appendix D – Major Accomplishment Data Summary Sheets
o Appendix E – Performance Interventions
o Appendix F – FC-Tptc Advocacy

NOTE: Additional appendices added as required.
Phase 6: Out Brief

The steps for the report preparation are located in Section III on page 23.
NOTE: All Customer questions and concerns must be resolved prior to the Out Brief.

Phase 7: Post
Analysis

The purpose of the Post Analysis Phase is to ensure the intervention
recommendations are implemented and performance has changed. The FEA
effort is only as good as the interventions implemented.
For S/K interventions (training, job aid, etc.), the FC-Tptc Performance
Intervention Branch (PIB) and/or other TRACENs representatives may be
required to design and develop interventions. If this is determined, they will need
to be part of the action plan.
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Phase 7: Post
Analysis
(continued)

The steps for conducting the Post Analysis Phase are:
Step
1

Action
Performance improvement after analysis.
a. Training Manager works with Program to implement
interventions.

2

Conduct Customer Service Evaluation (within 30 days of Out
Brief).
a. FC-Tptc provide URL of report location in the
Analysis Library (for internal Customers).
b. Provide report in e-mail (for external Customers).
c.

Develop and send out survey to Program and
Training Manager.

d. Receive feedback.
e. Lead analyst and internal Chain of Command review
feedback.
f.
3

Collect data to look for trends and means of
improvement.

FC-Tptc conduct organizational impact survey six months
after intervention implementation.
a. Gather information (recommendations from report).
b. Gather email addresses of Program and
stakeholders.
c.

Provide URL of report location in the Analysis Library
(for internal Customers).

d. Provide a link to the report in e-mail (external
Customers).
e. Develop and send out survey.
f.

Receive feedback.

g. Lead analysts and internal Chain of Command
review feedback.
h. Collect data and determine organizational impact and
return on investment.
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4.2.2 DFEA
DFEA

A DFEA analyzes why a group of people are not performing as expected (e.g.,
CASREPS indicate boilers are replaced too frequently). A DFEA is the appropriate
FEA method to use when there is documented evidence or a perception workers are
not performing as required from an existing analysis.

How to Conduct a
DFEA

A DFEA is used where a general problem exists. A general problem is a specific
performance problem and characterized by asking the question: “What goal or
accomplishment is not being produced?” For instance, if USCG members were
having problems making boat trailers ready for use, this would indicate a general
problem.
The questions asked are:


What is not being produced?



What are the immediate results or effects?



What are the long-term consequences?



What is the value of the general problem?

A general problem is the result of a root problem deficiency (RPD). A RPD exists
when a task is not being performed when it is needed. It is a statement of who, what,
when, and where plus the negative results.
Examples of possible RPDs might include:


The performers do not have the right skills/knowledge.



The performers are not given sufficient time.



The criteria for performance of a task are too high.



The tools available are not adequate.



The performers lack feedback on performance.



The performers lack access to the data they need.



The performers are rewarded for other actions.



The work is poorly designed.



The wrong performer is assigned to the position.

NOTE: Many steps for conducting a DFEA are the same as an NPP FEA (RFA, Prealignment Meeting, Project Tracking, Alignment, Analysis Results, and Post
Analysis). The differences exist in the Performance Data and Performance
Recommendation Steps.
Phase 1: Alignment
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Phase 2: Define
General Problem

This phase identifies the problem, deficient accomplishments, tasks, and who is not
accomplishing the performance.
Step
1

Action
Define the general problem.
a. Identify the potential value. The potential value may be
measured as a higher risk of loss of life, serve damage
to equipment, time delay resulting in mission failure, etc.
b. List the deficient accomplishments.
c.

List the task of each accomplishment.

d. Work with the Program to determine which tasks are
deficient.
e. Determine who is deficient in performing the tasks.
f.

Determine when and where the deficient performance is
occurring.

g. Determine any possible linked deficiency by exploring
links between tasks or performances.

Phase 3: Propose
Cause Hypothesis

The next phase of the DFEA theorizes what may be causing the performance
deficiency.
NOTE: Performance factors S/K, ENV, A/S and M/I should always be considered as
possible causes while forming a hypothesis. Determining how evidence will be
collected to support or eliminate reasons for the lack of performance should also be
considered at this time.
Formulating a Cause Hypothesis is a team effort and should involve the Program,
Training Manager, and stakeholders.
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Phase 3: Propose
Cause Hypothesis
(continued)

The step for the Cause Hypothesis Phase is:
Step
1

Action
Formulate Cause Hypothesis.
a. Identify the accomplishment not performed/ produced.
b. Determine the impact of not performing/producing the
accomplishment.
c.

Work with the team to develop possible causes to the
performance problem (S/K, ENV, M/I, and possible Root
Causes).

d. Determine how evidence is to be collected.
e. Develop a list of questions for the next steps.
Phase 4: Evidence
Collection and
Determine
Solutions

This phase is similar to the Data Collection Phase of the NPP FEA. Using the
methods you determined in the Cause Hypothesis steps, collect data to either
support or reject your hypothesis.
NOTE: You may find evidence for other causes you did not hypothesize. When
conducting your data analysis, include a wide variety of performers including both
APs and under-performing personnel.
The steps are:
Step
1

Action
Data Collection Plan.
a. Create Data Collection Plan.
b. Determine how evidence will be collected.
c.

Develop a list of questions for the next steps.

d. Meet with Program, Training Manager, and other
stakeholders to discuss Data Collection Plan.
2

Collect evidence.
a. Gather evidence in accordance with data collection plan.
b. Determine if collected evidence supports (or does not
support) the hypothesis.
c.

Review hypothesis and collected data.
NOTE: If the hypothesis is supported by collected
evidence, continue. If the hypothesis is not supported,
return to Phase 3.
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Phase 4: Evidence
Collection and
Determine
Solutions
(continued)

3

Analyze evidence to determine probable cause.
a. Determine findings and probable causes.
b. Meet with Program, Training Manager, and other
stakeholders to discuss hypothesis, evidence, findings
and probable cause.

4

Determine solutions and recommendations.
a. Review findings.
b. Develop potential solutions.
c.

Review performance data and notes from Evidence
Collection and Determine Solutions Phase.

d. Develop preliminary recommendations.
e. Discuss with Program, Training Managers and other
stakeholders.
f.

Gather additional data to get further evidence as
required.

g. Conduct internal review to ensure report is on track.
h. Finalize recommendations.
i.
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Phase 5: Report
Preparation

The steps for the report preparation are located in Section III on page 22. The FEA
report should follow the Front End Analysis Quality Checklist located in Appendix G.
The following outline should be followed in the development of the final report:
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NOTE: Additional appendices added as required.
Phase 6: Out Brief

The steps for the Out Brief are located in Section III on page 23.
NOTE: All Customer questions and concerns must be resolved prior to the Out Brief.
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4.3 Job Task Analysis
Introduction

A JTA is a type of analysis traditionally used to provide amplifying information about
jobs or to validate current curricula associated with the specific job under review. A
JTA will delineate the tasks and steps required to perform a specific job.
The JTA methodology provides a process for:


Asking individuals currently performing the job if they do or do not perform
specific tasks.



Providing numerical values to rate the Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency
(DIF) of each task.



Determining the performance support interventions/recommendations for
each task using the results of the DIF model. These performance support
interventions/recommendations are how the task will be accomplished
however, it is not related to delivery method. For example, a DIF rating
reflects a Train to Memory performance intervention, it does not necessarily
mean classroom development and may indicate Structured On-the-Job
Training.
o No training: The task is performed without the assistance of any
training or other performance support intervention.
o Job Aid: A storage place other than in long-term memory. It is
usually a written document with detailed instructions on how to
perform the task.
o Job Aid with Introductory Training: The job aid is introduced in a
formal way with an explanation on when, how, and why it should be
used and consequences for NOT using it. Practice using the job aid
is not required. Additionally, no formal assessment of the job aid use
is required.
o

o
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Job Aid with Extensive Training: The job aid needs training
support to enable its use and there can be steps that demand recall
from memory. The performer in a controlled environment (usually a
classroom) receives instructions on how to use the job aid and any
additional information needed to perform the task then practices
using the job aid to complete the task.
Train to Memory: A process for storing information in long-term
memory. The performer receives classroom instruction on how to
perform a task and repeats the steps often enough that the steps for
performing the task are memorized. Memorization does not have to
be finalized in the classroom; the repetition can come from
performing the task on the job.
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Target Audience

The target audience for a JTA includes:


USCG FORCECOM Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and
HPT Practitioners)



USCG FORCECOM Training Managers



Coast Guard Headquarters Program Managers, RFMCs, and SMEs



USCG FORCECOM TRACEN School Chiefs



Commercial Contractors

Other interested parties can use this section to gain an understanding of the JTA
process and how the performance support decisions are made for the tasks
associated with a specific job or job duty.
JTA Process and
Procedures

The emphasis of a JTA is to identify the actual performance (i.e. the tasks) required for
a specific job. After the specific task data is collected, the analysis for each task is
used to assist in determining how to best support the task performance. In other
words, what can be learned on the job, what should be included in a training program,
how much will be taught, the instructional sequence, and what will be evaluated. The
final result of a JTA is a report identifying a list of tasks rated by performers in the field
according to the DIF model or rated using a method developed by J. H. Harless and
documented in the SABA Peak Performance System, Training Design, Job Aid 2, PreDesign Analysis.
NOTE: The DIF method should be the primary means for determining the performance
rating method. Any variation should be agreed upon by FORCECOM Training
Managers.
NOTE: The JTA methodology also allows for the exclusion of a task. This exclusion
feature provides the opportunity for the analysts, stakeholders, trainers, supervisors, or
other key decision makers to identify work not essential to the specified job.
By utilizing the procedures outlined in this SOP, analysts will be able to produce
performance support interventions recommendations for each task. Using these
results, Program Managers, Training Managers, and TRACENs are able to determine
which tasks should be selected for formal training, job-aiding (with or without training),
or on-the-job training, and which tasks require no intervention at all.
As listed below and illustrated in Figure 6, the JTA process consists of 10 phases and
explained in more detail on the following pages.


Phase 1: Conduct alignment meetings



Phase 2: Gather extant data



Phase 3: Review extant data



Phase 4: Develop preliminary task list



Phase 5: Validate task list



Phase 6: Data Collection



Phase 7: Determine performance support intervention per task



Phase 8: Logic check



Phase 9: Report preparation



Phase 10: Out Brief

NOTE: To ensure the JTA outputs are standardized throughout the organization, all
JTAs conducted for USCG purposes must follow this process. Any deviation from
these procedures should be well justified and approved by the FC-Tptc Director. Any
deviations from these procedures should be documented in the Alignment Agreement.
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JTA Process and
Procedures
(continued)

Job Task Analysis

If Cost
Comparison
needed, see
Section 4.2.

Phase 1: Alignment

Phase 2: Gather Extant Data

Phase 3: Review Extant Data

Phase 9: Report
Preparation

Phase 4: Develop
Preliminary Task List

Phase 10:
Out Brief

Phase 5: Validate Task List

Phase 6: Data Collection

Phase 7: Determine
Performance Support per Task

Phase 8: Logic check
Figure 6. Job Task Analysis Process
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Phase 1: Alignment

The steps for the alignment meeting are located in Section III on page 19. Complete
the Project Alignment Sheet in Appendix R when conducting a JTA.

Phase 2: Gather
Extant Data

This phase calls for searching applicable documents and other resources that may
reveal critical information, job related data, and tasks pertaining to the specific job
associated with the JTA. Extant data will be the major source of the information
used by the lead analyst to construct the preliminary task list for the JTA. The lead
analyst will work with designated SMEs and others to identify all the known data
sources for the specific job. The existing performance support tools used by the
target population, such as diagrams, flow charts, or process maps, should also be
requested. Target population demographics mentioned in interviews with SMEs or
stakeholders should be documented.
The steps to gather extant data are:
Step
1

Action
Gather extant data.
a. Compile list of existing documents, for example:


RPQs



PQS



Technical publications



Commandant Instructions



FEAs



OAs



Current Program initiatives and mandates



Existing curriculum outlines

b. Collate job, major accomplishment, and task related
data from other sources, for example:

2



Existing curriculum



AP observations



SME interviews



Existing job aids



Diagrams



Process maps



Flow charts



O*NET database from Department of Labor

Organize extant data into broad categories related to major
accomplishments.
NOTE: Actual analysis of extant data is performed in the next
phase, Phase 3: Review Extant Data.
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Phase 3: Review
Extant Data

The lead analyst reviews in detail all of the extant data collected in Phase 2. During
the detailed review, the lead analyst is searching for critical information that reveals
the major accomplishments for the job as well as the associated tasks pertaining to
the specific job associated with the JTA. Extant data is a major source of information
used by the lead analyst and SMEs to construct the preliminary task list.
The steps for the Review Extant Data Phase are:
Step

Phase 4: Develop
Preliminary Task
List

Action

1

Review all extant data for specific tasks data associated with
the job as well as job outcomes.

2

Review and compare preliminary broad categories or
groupings of the extant data created in Phase 2. Refine the
categories to reflect analysis of the extant data and group
tasks together that are needed to produce major job output
groupings.

This phase creates the preliminary task list from the major job output groupings
created in the previous phase. The lead analyst should continue to work with the
SME(s) to ensure the information is organized accurately, the tasks are stated
correctly, and the extant data and other information used are current and accurate.
Best practices encourage the lead analyst to continue open discussions regarding
the performance data (job, major accomplishments, tasks, and steps, when
appropriate) as the preliminary task list is being finalized in the next phase.
The steps for developing a preliminary task list are:
Step

Action

1

Review draft major job output groupings.

2

Organize tasks into a hierarchy of major accomplishments for
each job duty (See Appendix S for an example).
NOTE: Some jobs may have all tasks under one major
accomplishment category; however, this is rare since most
jobs have more than one major accomplishment.

3
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Create preliminary task list. Organize data into jobs, major
accomplishments, and tasks. Refer to Appendix T for an
example of these relationships.
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Phase 5: Validate
Task List

During the Validate Task List Phase, the lead analyst works with a Validation Team
(APs, SMEs, and others) to validate the preliminary task list to ensure accuracy. Task
list validation is critical because data may not originate from APs or SMEs and data
collected from publications or other sources may be misinterpreted. The Validation
Team should review each major accomplishment and the subsequent tasks to ensure
they are appropriately organized as well as current and accurate.
Step

Action

1

Align with identified Validation Team in preparation for task
validation.

2

Provide Validation Team with the preliminary task list in
electronic format to provide feedback. Feedback can also be
provided via on-site interviews, a focus group, or conference
calls.

3

Review feedback and resolve inconsistencies or conflicting
feedback regarding adding, deleting, or changing tasks.

4

Revise and make necessary changes to the preliminary task
list.
NOTE: If major changes or multiple revisions have taken
place, a best practice is to send out the final version of the
preliminary task list to the APs and/or SMEs to ensure
alignment and consensus.

5
Phase 6: Data
Collection

Finalize preliminary task list for data collection.

The Data Collection Phase gathers input from the target population on the critical
performance factors pertaining to each task listed in the preliminary task list. Data
collection for JTAs is normally accomplished through surveys distributed to a
representative sample size of the target population or all field performers (see
Appendix Q) and administered electronically. Analysts must use the steps applicable
to the DIF method. In the DIF method, data collection is typically composed of
developing a survey instrument that measures the DIF of each task.
Step

Action

1

Develop survey.

2

Determine target population sample size (Appendix Q) or all
field performers.

3

Distribute survey.

4

Gather survey data.
NOTE: Obtain raw data. At a minimum, include the percentage
of respondents who perform each task and the unrounded
rating figure for each task on DIF.
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Phase 7: Determine
Performance
Support Intervention
per Task

This phase interprets the DIF scores to determine the recommended performance
support interventions.
Step
1

Action
Determine what percentage of respondents currently perform
the task:


If 70% or more of the respondents currently perform
the task, keep the task in the inventory.



If 30% or less of the respondents do NOT perform the
task, then consider removing the task from the
inventory.

2

Collect score for Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency using
survey instrument software.

3

Calculate the average DIF score for each task to the
hundredth decimal place and add the scores together. Then
round the DIF total to the nearest whole number.

4

Produce final task list with initial recommended performance
support interventions.
NOTE: Use Appendix U Determine performance support
interventions based on DIF score.
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Phase 8: Logic
Check

This phase ensures the recommended performance support interventions stemming
from Phase 7: Determine Performance Support Interventions per task do not have any
barriers preventing implementation.
Step

Action

1

Convene a meeting and/or teleconference with the Program
Manager, Training Manager, and stakeholders to ask
questions regarding each task.

2

Using Appendix U, ask the following questions:
a. Is training mandated for any tasks on the list?
b. Are there any tasks where 30% or less are NOT
performing and should be considered for removal?
c.

Are there barriers to using a job aid for any tasks
where the recommended performance support
intervention is a job aid?

d. Is the time too short between stimulus and response?
e. Is the performer unable to use a job aid because of
environmental factors, e.g., cannot see at night to use
a job aid or needs both hands to perform task?
f.

3

Are there social barriers to using a job aid (i.e., using
the job aid would decrease the performer’s credibility
or possibly embarrass him/her.

Review recommended interventions for each task to ensure
they are logic based on each individual DIF data result.


For example, if the Difficulty = 4, Importance = 5, and
the Frequency = 1 (sum = 10), consider changing the
recommended intervention from Train to Memory to a
Job Aid with Extensive Training due to the high
Difficulty and Importance but low Frequency.
NOTE: There are varied combinations resulting in the
DIF sum of 10 where the recommended intervention
may be adjusted.



4
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If a recommended intervention is Train to Memory but
a job aid is required in performing the task, consider
changing to Job Aid with Extensive Training.

Revise final task list with updated performance support
interventions based on any changes identified during the
Phase 8: Logic Check.
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Phase 9: Report
Preparation

The steps for the report preparation are located in Section III on page 22.
The subsequent outline should be followed in the development of the final report:
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Phase 10: Out Brief
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4.4 Occupational Analysis
Introduction

An Occupational Analysis (OA) is a process that measures the job performance
requirements of an occupation. An OA takes a "snapshot" of an occupation's world of
work at a particular point in time.
The slogan for USCG OA work is "Real Data for Real Decisions" which underscores
the need to use a rigorous and systematic process to obtain USCG occupational data.
The USCG must have absolute confidence in the integrity of OA data because it is
used to help determine:


Entry level and subsequent pay grade performance qualifications.



Training for “A” and “C” schools.



Proper staffing.

As an integral part of the ENLISTED RATING ADVANCEMENT TRAINING SYSTEM
(ERATS)process, an OA is mandated by the PERFORMANCE, TRAINING, AND
EDUCATION MANUAL(PTEM))
(https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/sites/externaldata/Directives/CIM_1500_10C.pdf). The
USCG follows a prescribed cycle for conducting an OA for each of its enlisted ratings.
It might also conduct an OA to analyze a whole community's world of work (i.e.,
officers, enlisted, and civilians performing jobs within the Marine Safety community).
An OA can also be used to examine non-traditional jobs, such as Command Master
Chief or the All-Reserve IV rating which has a mixture of enlisted, officer, and civilians
performing the rating's work.
Target Audience

Background

The target audience for an OA includes:


USCG FORCECOM Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and HPT
Practitioners)



USCG FORECOM Training Managers



Rating Training Advisory Council (RTAC)



Integrated Process Team (IPT)

The USCG RTAC is the prime Customer as part of the ERATS process. As prescribed
by the PTEM, the RTACs use OA outputs to assist in determining the correct
performance qualifications for each pay grade within a rating. FC-T Training Managers
are also prime customers since they manage the Enlisted Performance Qualifications
Program. They validate the performance qualifications an Enlisted Performance
Qualifications Review identifies. When FC-T publishes official performance
qualifications at the E-4 level, course designers/developers and contractors use the
information to help determine the content to develop USCG training curricula.
Program Managers may also request an OA to analyze conditions within a community
or analyze information related to standing up a new rating, such as law
enforcement/security.
The USCG conducts an OA because there is a recurring need to look at the jobs
people are performing to ensure training and qualifications reflect the true needs of the
field.
The Performance, Training, and Education Manual (PTEM) mandates OA studies for
the USCG enlisted ratings. Currently, the FC-Tptc conducts all OAs in the USCG.
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Table 1. Occupational Analysis Process

Accomplishment

Action

When

PTEM mandates a Rating
Qualification Review Process to
include an OA every 4 years for each
enlisted rating unless otherwise
recommended by the RTAC.

FC-T works with
the FC-Tptc and
Program
Managers each
spring to finalize
an OA schedule
for the upcoming
fiscal year.

 FC-T
 Program
Managers

Hold alignment meeting to explore
the request for an OA in more detail
and to obtain alignment on key
issues, such as AP identification.

As soon as a
meeting can be
coordinated
after receiving
formal tasking
from FC-T.

 FC-T

Hold meeting with APs and RTAC to
validate the current task list created
using the task descriptions of the
current RPQs and the previous
surveyed tasks from the last OA.

Date set at the
alignment
meeting.

 APs

OA Survey
Developed

The OA survey is developed (i.e.,
survey questions, demographics,
survey design, posting survey online,
etc.).

 FC-Tptc OA
Post Alignment
(lasts
staff
approximately four
 RFMC
weeks).
 Rating
Knowledge
Manager (RKM)

OA Survey
Administered

The OA survey is administered.
T here may be additional work in
this phase if analysts must involve
HQ Program Managers in devising
strategies to increase survey
response rates.

Follows
survey
development
(minimum six
weeks).

 FC-Tptc OA
staff

Analyze the data obtained from
survey responses (i.e., return rates,
performance qualification
recommendations, etc.).

Follows survey
administration
(Approximately
four weeks).

 FC-Tptc OA
staff

Fiscal Year OA
Schedule
Developed

Alignment
Meeting

Task Validation
Meeting

Survey Analyzed
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Who

 FC-Tptc
OA staff

 FC-Tptc
OA staff
 RTAC

 FC-Tptc OA
staff
 RTAC
 FC-T

 RFMC
 RKM
 Possibly FCT Training
Managers
and/or
Program
Managers
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Table 1. Occupational Analysis Process (continued)

Accomplishment

Action

When

Who

Report Prepared

OA report prepared and routed for
signature.

Follows analysis
of responses
(Approximately
four weeks).

 FC-Tptc OA
staff

OA Findings
Reported

Report OA results and consult in the
Rating Qualification Review Process
as prescribed by PTEM.

Analysts
coordinate the
Report Out
Phase following
completion of
report (one day).
This O ut Brief
effectively ends
the formal OA
process.

 FC-Tptc OA
staff
 RTAC
 FC-T

How to Conduct an
OA

The USCG has a specific process and set of procedures for conducting an OA. The
following sections contain the process and procedures. All OAs conducted for USCG
purposes shall follow these guidelines in order to standardize OA outputs throughout
the organization.

Phase 1: Alignment

The steps for the alignment meeting are located in Section III on page 19.
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Phase 2: Task
Validation

Step
1

Action
Prepare Draft Task List.
a. Gather task data from the following sources:


RPQs



Previous OA Survey



FEA if applicable



JTA if applicable

b. Develop draft OA Task List:


2

Tasks are specific actions. These actions
represent a single unit of measureable work and
have a definite beginning and end.

Conduct TVM.
a. Conduct TVM with APs (three days) to validate core
duties and tasks performed by the rating.
b. If time allows after APs have departed, meet with
RATC to validate tasks, add new tasks, delete
tasks, and perform Difficulty and Importance section
of DIF model.

Phase 3: Survey
Development

Step
1

Action
Develop draft Occupational Survey consisting of the
following sections:
a. Demographics
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Time at Present Unit



Current Duty Status



How Long is Your Typical Work Week



Current Pay Grade



Gender



Senior Person Abroad Unit



Only Person Aboard Unit



Number Personnel Supervised



First Assignment in Rating



Type Unit Currently Assigned to



In a Special Assignment Billet
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Phase 3: Survey
Development
(continued)

Step
1

Action
b. Task List


c.

This section is the heart of the survey and will
contain provisions for determining which tasks
the individual performs and how frequently they
perform each task.

Additional write-in tasks

d. Job satisfaction and competency questions or any
other questions the RFMC requests
e. Career Intentions Questions
f.

General comments to program or RFMC as
applicable

g. Hours to Complete Survey
e. Survey Considerations

2



For enlisted ratings, keep the
Demographics, Job Satisfaction, and Career
Intention questions constant for comparison
purposes.



Categorize task statements according to the
current RPQ.

Review survey and quality assurance process.
a. Send test survey for review to program or
RFMC/RKM as applicable.
b. Allow one week turnaround time.
c.
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Incorporate recommended changes made by the
program or RFMC and RKM (any changes to AP
task validation is strictly limited).
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Phase 4: Survey
Administration

Step
1

Action
Administer Survey.
a. Request entire rating or job roster (ad hoc report)
from the Pay and Personnel Center (PPC) including
reservists.
b. Prepare survey for distribution to all individuals.
NOTE: Only Vovici survey software is USCG supported.
c.

Request RFMC send an e-mail to all rating
members regarding the importance of the survey.

d. Make survey available to respondents for a
minimum of six weeks. Survey can be extended to
meet required response rate (Appendix Q).
e. Develop a matrix of unit type and pay grade in
Microsoft Excel format for recording weekly results.
f.

Phase 5: Survey
Analysis

Provide a weekly update to the RFMC and RKM
showing the return rate by unit type and pay grade.

Step
1

Action
Analyze survey results for each of the following categories.
a. Rate Return Summary
b. Findings and Indications of the Task List Analysis
c.

Performance Intervention Recommendation utilizing
the DIF model (see Appendix U and Appendix V)

d. Relative Man Hours by Major Accomplishment
e. Active and Reserve Task Data
f.

Time at Present Unit

g. Current Pay Grade
f.

Gender

g. First Assignment in Rating
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Phase 5: Survey
Analysis
(continued)

Step
1

Action
h. Only Rating Aboard Unit
i.

Senior Rating Aboard Unit

j.

Typical Work Week in Hours

k.

Number People Supervised

l.

Units Assigned To

m. Job Satisfaction Analysis
n. Career Intention Analysis
o. Time to Complete Survey
p. Maintain all raw data from the survey in a Microsoft
Excel file. Provide raw analyzed task data to FRMC
as soon as possible.
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Phase 6: Report
Preparation

The steps for the report preparation are located in Section III on page 22.
The following outline should be followed in the development of the final report:

























Phase 7: Out Brief

Table of Contents
Executive Summary
Purpose
Scope
Project Alignment
Survey Development
Survey Makeup
APs
Survey Return Rates
Survey Analysis
Findings and Indications of the Task Inventory Analysis
Performance Intervention Recommendations
Task Data Table Job Aid
The Complete “World of Work”
Active Duty Task Data
Active Duty Shipboard Task Data (if applicable)
Active Duty Shoreside Task Data (if applicable)
Reserve Task Data
Active Duty Demographic Data
Active Duty Job Satisfaction Data
Active Duty Career Intentions Data
Reserve Demographic Data
Reserve Job Satisfaction Data (if applicable)
Reserve Career Intentions Data (if applicable)

The general steps for the Out Brief are located in Section III on page 23.
NOTE: All Customer questions and concerns must be resolved prior to the Out
Brief.
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4.5 Staffing Requirements Analysis
Introduction

The demand for resources in the USCG Training System is constantly changing
including the demand for personnel. The demand for specific skills in the fleet
initiates new courses, terminates old courses, and increases/decreases classes. A
SRA is the tool used to identify how these changes affect the required personnel at
each Training Division within each TRACEN. Statistical modeling determines
staffing requirements and provides FORCECOM with accurate and reliable data to
make personnel decisions.

Target Audience

The target audience for an SRA are:

Background



USCG Staffing Requirements Analysts (Performance Consultants and HPT
Practitioners)



USCG Training System Managers



Commercial Contractors

In 1992, the U.S. Army Force Integration Support Agency (USAFISA) conducted a
study to determine resident training staffing standards for USCG TRACENs to
include Cape May, NJ; Petaluma, CA; Elizabeth City, NC; and Yorktown, VA. This
study provided the USCG the capability to project future TRACEN staffing
requirements for all resident training functional areas. The study involved the
collection of documented data and accounting for the time spent in these functional
areas. The TRACEN Instructor Staffing Standards cover staffing directly related to
resident instruction, course analysis, design and development, and course
evaluation.
Currently, the FC-Tptc collaborates with the Manpower Requirements
Determination Office (CG-1B4) to develop staffing equations for resident instruction,
training analysis, design and development, and the evaluations for all USCG
TRACENs. Each TRACEN should be analyzed triennially.

Resident Instruction
Method

Volume 2

Each TRACEN is analyzed according to the work performed at each level of their
specific organizational structure. The process is the same regardless of how the
TRACEN is organized. For the functional area of resident instruction, curriculum
outlines are reviewed and validated to determine the minimum number of instructor
contact hours (ICH) required to teach each course. The direct work required to
teach each course (known as additives) is validated and updated. The indirect work
performed not required to teach any course is also analyzed.
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Resident
Instruction Method
(continued)

The primary workload factors for Resident Instruction are the ICH. Analysts use the
staffing equations developed by the FC-Tptc to calculate the earned instructors per
course. The following steps are performed to calculate this number:
Step
1

Action
Calculate monthly instructor contacts hours (MOICH).
Number of Annual Convenings × One‐Time ICH
12 months

2

MOICH

Apply the specific staffing equation to calculate earned hours per
course.
"A" Value

MOICH

"B" Coefficient

Earned Hours

NOTE: The “A” value and “B” coefficient represents the required
core tasks performed before, during, and after instruction to
execute each convening as well as the required instructor “breakin” time for the specific school/branch/TRACEN.
3

Calculate total instructor workload per course.
Earned Hours Additives Total Instructor Workload

4

Calculate the number of instructors earned per course.
Total Instructor Workload
Staffing Availability Factor
SAF

5

Calculate Indirect Work.
Total Indirect Work
SAF

6

Earned Instructors Per Course

Earned Instructors for Indirect Work

Calculate the total number of staff earned at each school.
Direct Work is the earned instructor per course and Indirect Work
is the earned instructors to perform additional tasks not required
to execute classes.
Direct Work

Indirect Work

Overhead Staff

Total Earned Staff

NOTE: Earned instructors will be rounded using the method
described in CG-1B4’s Staffing Logic Manpower Requirements
Manual, Volume 2. Overhead staff are positions that do not
execute classes but are required to support the TRACEN (e.g.,
School Chief and Yeoman).
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Resident
Instruction Method
(continued)

Step
7

Action
Identify the staffing delta.
Total Staff – Total Earned Staff

Delta

NOTE: Deltas for each organizational level will be aggregated at
the next higher level and a total for the training division will be the
final output for the study.
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SECTION V: Analytical Support Tools
5.1 Training Requirements Analysis
Introduction

A Training Requirements Analysis (TRA) narrows the scope of the analysis project to
give the Program Manager (or other Customer) a clear idea of what performance
needs and training interventions are best suited to meet requirements in a cost
effective manner.

Target Audience

The target audience for a TRA includes:

Background

How to Conduct a
TRA

Phase 1: Review
Extant Data
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USCG Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and HPT
Practitioners)



USCG FORCECOM Training Managers



USCG Headquarters Program Managers



Commercial Contractors

A TRA is less complex than other types of analyses and conducted in support of
another analysis. It consists of only three key elements:


A comprehensive job task list from an existing analysis.



A comparison of existing USCG, Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS), or
Government Off-the-Shelf (GOTS) curriculum (if available) to align the
curriculum performance objectives with the inventory of performance tasks.



A cost comparison of competing delivery sources to determine which delivery
source best matches the needs of the customer.

The process of conducting a TRA is similar in scope to all of the other analyses
contained in this SOP. Since the TRA is conducted in support of another analysis, the
existing Alignment Agreement is used. The following phases make up the entire TRA:


Phase 1: Extant Data Review



Phase 2: Job Task List



Phase 3: Existing Curricula Review



Phase 4: Cost Comparison Analysis



Phase 5: Report Preparation

The analysis team will receive and review as much existing documentation as is
pertinent to the project goals and objectives. From this existing documentation, they
will prepare a preliminary task list that is validated during the interview/observation
process and a task validation meeting. If this is a part of another type of analysis, use
the task list from the current analysis just conducted and skip this step.
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Phase 2: Job Task
List

The job task list is an analytic breakdown of the work structure of a specific job that
creates an inventory of jobs, tasks, and steps. For the purposes of the curriculum
comparison, the inventory to this level of specificity produces all of the necessary
information to establish exactly what information will constitute the outline of training
curricula.
The following steps are typically followed when conducting a breakdown of the job
and tasks to create an inventory of tasks:
Step

Action

1

Create a preliminary inventory of tasks from existing
documentation such as a previous analysis, existing
curriculum, doctrine, or common practices.

2

Use this preliminary data as the basis to conduct interviews,
observations and conduct task validation meeting or survey to
validate the information or update currency.

3

Use new data to create a final description of the job tasks that
are currently performed by accomplished performers at the job
site.

Section 3.3 contains all of the guidelines necessary to conduct a JTA.
Phase 3: Existing
Curricula Review

Each existing course regardless of its source is made up of lessons that pertain
directly to teaching the skills and knowledge necessary to perform the job to
exemplary standards. It is important to review the curriculum outline and lesson plan
content to determine how the course and lesson objectives match up with the job task
list.
Typically, the outcome of this analysis will be a comparison matrix of job tasks and
lesson learning objectives that display graphically where the two match up and where
they do not match up. This comparison matrix will clearly identify which existing
course most closely meets the needs of the customer.
There are times when there may be vague information and it will be necessary to
observe the course or talk to the company that developed the course to get more
details.

Phase 4: Cost
Comparison
Analysis

Conducting the curricula review of all of the competing courses is an important step in
completing a curriculum comparison but it is only one factor to consider. Comparison
of the costs for each viable choice will provide important information that will lead to
the primary recommendation(s) in the report.
Section 5.2 contains all of the guidelines necessary to conduct the all-important cost
comparison analysis.
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Phase 5: Report
Preparation

The steps for the report preparation are in Section III on page 22. The completed TRA
is added as a separate section or appendix in the analysis report.
Dependent on the information required, the following outline should be followed in the
development of the final report:
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Executive Summary
o Synopsis
o Goals
o Key Findings
o Recommendations
o Costs
Project Overview
o RFA review
o Deliverables
o Assumptions
o Constraints
Review of Alignment
o Roles and Responsibilities of all primary stakeholders
o Funding agreements
o Analysis type and method
o Documentation provided and reviewed
o Selection of the APs & SMEs
o Site visitation schedule
Job Task List
o Definition of Accomplishments
o Definition of Tasks
o Definition of Steps
o Complete Job Task list
 Mission
 Job
 Job Accomplishments
 Major Accomplishments
 Tasks
 Steps
o Validate above with APs during task validation meeting
Findings and Recommendations
Plan for Future Actions
Appendices
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5.2 Cost Analyses
Introduction

Cost analyses are a USCG requirement to be completed before the organization will
resource a project and are conducted in support of another analysis such as an FEA,
SNA and less often a JTA. Cost analyses allow decision makers with limited funds to
select projects that maximize the dollars invested in our people. The analyst(s) must
identify the cost associated with each S/K performance improvement delivery option.
The information is presented so the decision makers can compare each option and
select the one that best works for the organization. When conducting an SNA, it is
important to determine costs associated with intervention recommendations so the
USCG can make decisions for implementation.

Target Audience

The target audience for cost analyses includes:

Background



USCG FORCECOM Performance Analysts (Performance Consultants and
HPT Practitioners)



USCG FORCECOM Training Managers



USCG Headquarters Program Managers



Commercial Contractors

Creating cost analyses are dependent on many different factors. Each analysis
project offers a different set of performance improvement options with unique costing
requirements. The analyst should identify any constraints or assumptions that can
influence the cost associated with these options. The RFA will typically outline which
cost analysis type will be included as part of the final analysis report. However, it is
imperative the analyst(s) work with the Customer to identify the type of cost analysis
to be included in the primary analysis final report during the Project Alignment Phase
and revise it when new cost factors are discovered.
Cost analyses should be considered as another data collection process and a tool to
help in determining which S/K improvement option(s) to fund. Selecting the type of
analysis at the beginning of the project will ensure the analyst(s) collects the proper
cost information. There are three different types of cost analyses that can be
conducted on a project: Cost Comparison Analysis (CCA), Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA), and Return on Investment (ROI).
Each of the three analyses have different requirements for completion as well as the
amount of information collected. An analyst(s) collects more information transitioning
from a CCA to a CBA to a ROI. Analysts should only calculate ROI on products that
meet certain criteria as discussed later in this section.
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Other
Considerations when
Conducting Cost
Analyses

Types of Cost
Analyses

There are many methods to consider when conducting a CCA, CBA, or ROI. You can
use any cost analysis method to compare the cost and benefits associated with
different kinds of performance improvement interventions; however, most cost
analyses for TRACENs will only look at performance interventions to close gaps in
S/K. Other considerations to keep in mind are:


All cost analyses have a short “shelf-life” since environmental and
technological advances change in the workplace. Therefore, any cost
analyses over a year old should be reevaluated for validity.



The analyst(s) should also inform the Customer that all cost analyses are
forecasted. Project assumptions and constraints, technological
advancements, and other ENV factors can make a forecasted analysis differ
from the actual cost incurred after a project’s implementation.



When new technology is part of a cost analysis, it should include
documentation of discussions with respective technical centers (i.e. USCG
Telecommunication and Information Systems Command [TISCOM] and
USCG Operations Systems Center [OSC] Martinsburg) regarding the
feasibility of using the technology in the USCG as well as any associated
hidden costs.



All cost analyses should include the cost data required for budgeting using the
USCG's Resource Proposal (RP) process.

Each of the three types of cost analyses are defined in detail below. As stated earlier,
most analysis efforts in the USCG will be a CCA; however, the type of analysis should
be discussed and agreed upon with the Customer during the Alignment Phase of the
larger analysis project. Regardless of which cost analysis is performed, all cost
analyses will include first year costs and life-cycle costs for each performance
intervention.
Cost Comparison Analysis
A CCA presents several performance improvement delivery options and the
associated cost for each of these options. This type of analysis is selected when the
qualitative benefits are difficult to quantify or assess the monetary value of the benefit
to the organization. It can also be used to determine whether a project should
continue. Advantages and disadvantages are identified for each option.
Cost Benefit Analysis
A CBA calculates cost and benefits then compares the results of each option. It is a
method that tries to compare the quantitative and qualitative relative benefits (both
negative and positive) of two or more training approaches at a given level of cost. The
USCG can evaluate options and identify the most cost effective. In order to use a
CBA, the analyst must be able to identify and compute the monetary benefits that are
associated with the cost of implementing a given solution. There are three major
phases to completing a CBA:
1. Calculate cost
2. Calculate benefits
3. Compare results
A CBA generally focuses on isolating the forecasted effects of the given solution to
the impact on the business. The program is a success if the forecasted costs for
implementing the program are less than the forecasted benefits to the business such
as improved productivity, reduced accidents, etc.
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Types of Cost
Analyses
(continued)

Return on Investment
A ROI takes a CBA and CCA to the next level of evaluation and conducted only when
a monetary value can be applied to the benefits. The ROI is calculated using the
program’s benefits and costs:
ROI = (monetized benefits – program costs) X 100
program costs
Generally, ROI calculations are based on business impact data obtained after a
program has been implemented. Preprogram ROI forecasting is based on being able
to accurately:
1. Estimate the changes in business impact data (quantitative benefits or the
amount of change directly related to the performance improvement
intervention).
2. Convert data into monetary values.
3. Estimate project costs.
4. Identify qualitative benefits.
5. Calculate ROI.
Not every analysis is a good candidate for ROI. Short-term projects or projects that
only affect a small percentage of the organization will have difficulty quantifying the
time and resources to develop a ROI. A ROI should only be conducted on projects
with extended life cycles that are tied directly to organizational strategic initiatives or
to projects that have a high level of accountability because of a significant monetary
investment.
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Factors That
Influence Training
Costs and Benefits

Once the Customer and analyst(s) agree on the type of cost analysis, the analyst(s)
must determine which costs to include in the report. Total training costs are
determined by adding personnel, equipment, facility, and material costs. The table
below provides examples of the type of costs that make up total training costs.
Cost Category
Personnel

Potential Cost Targets

Cost Considerations

 Students

 Pay and benefits of all
direct (government
employee) and
indirect (contracting)
people

 Analysts

 Travel

 Developers

 Per diem (government
or commercial rate)

 Administrators
 Instructors
 Instructional Designers

 Graphic Artists
 Contractors

 Overtime

 SMEs
 APs
Equipment

Facilities

 Simulators

 Acquisition

 Training Devices

 Life Cycle Costs

 Mock-ups

 Setup and Installation
Cost

 Classrooms

 New or Existing
Construction, Leasing
Spaces

 Labs
 Offices

Materials

 Libraries

 Recurring
Maintenance

 Instructor Materials

 Acquisition

 Student Materials

 Identify existing off the
shelf materials from
Commercial and other
Government
Agencies.

 Office Supplies

 Life Cycle Costs
Explore costs for providing various instructional delivery methods associated with a
TRACEN in advance. Different formulas should be used to determine which ones
work best for different situations.
NOTE: The Comptroller division can be a good source to use when conducting cost
benefit analyses. They can provide standard personnel costs and other data.
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Additional Factors
to Consider –
e-Learning Levels
of Interactivity

Other factors to consider when conducting USCG cost analyses are the levels of
complexity and student interactivity, especially when an e-Learning method (CDROM, Electronic Performance Support Systems [EPSS], computer-based training
[CBT], or web-based training [WBT]) is the recommended instructional strategy for the
performance intervention.
Student interactivity is the number and type of interactions a student has with the
program. An e-Learning activity can be as simple as an electronic document where
the student simply reads information from a computer screen or as complex as using
a simulator or virtual reality where every move the student makes interacts and
influences the e-Learning environment.
When recommending a level of complexity and student interactivity, several variables
should be considered:


Data obtained from SMEs and APs about the performance gap and the level
of performance performed by the student to master the learning objective.



Capability to provide drill and practice exercises based on the complexity of
the tasks and its related steps.



Capability to provide branching paths from simple, moderate, or complex
equipment operations based on the students response/action.



Computer evaluation of a student(s) performance and intellectual skills by
computer based predictive and performance items.



Provide state-of-the art technology for simulation and communication.



Available resources that can be allocated towards the project (building,
classroom, and laboratory facilities, software and hardware capabilities,
product support, and funding).

There are five levels of complexity and student interactivity that must be considered
when developing an e-Learning intervention:


Level 1: Passive - The student acts solely as a receiver of information.



Level 2: Moderate Student Interaction - The student makes simple
responses to instructional cues.



Level 3: Complex Student Interaction - The student makes a variety of
responses using varied techniques in response to instructional cues.



Level 4: Real-Time Student Interaction - The student is directly involved in
a life-like set of complex cues and responses.



Level 5: Complex Student Interaction with Virtual Reality - Computer/web
based training which includes text graphics and animation with full student
interactivity (virtual reality simulation).

It may appear that electronic media training instruction has a significantly higher
production cost than resident training. However, depending on the level of complexity
and student interactivity when using electronic media, the pay-off is in the learning
transfer which can reduce the overall training time by as much as 50%.
NOTE: Industry standards suggest that the further a student is moved away from
instructor led training (e.g. EPSS or self-paced computer based training), the
instructional development hours will increase, therefore increasing the overall First
year cost.
When calculating the cost for these types of performance interventions, use Table 2
for determining the associated development hours based on the level of complexity
and student interactivity for e-Learning instructional strategies
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Introduction to
Industry Standards
Table
(Benchmarking)

One of the ways to determine levels of student interactivity estimates is to use some
type of benchmark within the industry for the design and development effort required
for each developmental hour associated with various instructional strategies.
Unfortunately, within the international training community, there is no agreed upon
standard for estimating the number of hours when estimating design and development
hours for the various instructional strategies.
Table 2 was created after consolidating interviews of expert e-Learning curriculum
design and development organizations and USCG internal e-Learning experts,
lessons from ISPI, Association for Talent and Development (ATD), and USCG HPT
Conferences, and a thorough review of e-Learning topics and articles. It provides
some degree of standardization and outlines accepted ratios concerning e-Learning
design and development times, as well as all other instructional strategies that may be
considered when closing the S/K performance gap.

Table 2. Design and Development Hours Industry Standards (Benchmarking)

Type of Training per 1 Hour (hr) of
Finished Instruction

Average
Experienced
Design and
Developer
(per 1 hr of
instruction)

Traditional design and development instruction
Stand-up training

38

Instructor-led or computer/web-based training

28

Computer/web based e-Learning design and development
(from scratch without a template)
Level 1

93

Level 2

122

Level 3

154
E-Learning training developed within a template

Level 1

42

Level 2

71

Level 3

132
Simulations

Level 4 Equipment or hardware (equipment
emulation)

142

Level 4 Softskills (leadership, ethics, diversity,
142
etc.)
**Based on a web article written by Karl M. Kapp (2017) and derived from
a study conducted under ATDs source for e-Learning.
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How to Conduct
Cost Analyses

The steps for conducting any of the three cost analyses are:
Step
1

Action
Review the S/K performance gaps in the outputs of the
analysis report (i.e. FEA report). To complete any of the three
cost analyses, the analyst(s) must have a completed SNA,
FEA, or JTA.
NOTE: The analyst(s) may be asked to only update the cost
benefit analysis section of a previously completed analysis
project.

2

3

Identify the constraints with the Customer (normally the HQ
Program Manager), e.g.:


Select the type of analysis to conduct.



Resources available to close the performance gaps.



Existing program sponsored efforts to address
situation (may require some research).



Cultural barriers to implementation.

Determine the appropriate instructional strategies based on
the Train to Memory, Job Aid with Extensive Training, or Job
Aid with Introductory Training requirements.
NOTE: Tasks that require a Job Aid or a Job Aid with
Extensive Training are good candidates for online job aids, an
EPSS, or a blended solution.

4

Conduct a search to identify if there are any courses or
products developed by other government agencies that could
be considered as options when conducting one of the cost
analyses.

5

Develop at least three options for possible ways to deliver the
S/K intervention(s).
NOTE: Resident training will most likely be one of the options.

6

7

Volume 2

Identify which cost to include for each option and any other
associated costs (See Factors that Influence Costs and
Benefits section on page 60). Costs will identify first year cost
and life-cycle cost. Most models will consider the following
cost:


Personnel cost



Training materials



Delivery cost



Travel cost

Total all costs by first year cost and life-cycle cost.
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(continued)

Step

Action

8

Identify advantages and disadvantages for each option. Make
sure to capture both quantitative and qualitative benefits.

9

Volume 2

If conducting a…

Then…

CCA

Skip to step 10

CBA or ROI

Identify measurable benefits (any
gain directly resulting from the
performance intervention option
you are analyzing.) Savings could
be for:


Time



Materials



Equipment



Reduction of personnel
turnover



Solving personnel
problems such as
accidents

10

Capture the data compiled in steps 2 through 9 in the cost
analysis section.

11

Write the cost analysis report and add as an appendix to the
primary analysis report. Consider the cost analysis can be a
part of another analysis project or as identified in a SOW or
the alignment meeting.

12

Circulate the analysis report through internal processes for
official approval.

13

Publish the report.

14

Coordinate the Out Brief date and time. The Out Brief does not
require face-to-face interaction and may be done via phone
conference, video-tele-conference (VTC), or other means.

15

Out Brief cost analyses as part of the larger analysis effort.
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Although there are many different ways to conduct a CCA, CBA, or ROI,
the method selected should produce results that allow decision makers to
answer these questions:
For a CCA, CBA and ROI:


How does this project stack up with other competing training
priorities?



Is the cost so high it does not matter how many performance
problems it solves?



Will this solution really eliminate performance deficiencies?

In addition, for a CBA and ROI:

Volume 2



Will this performance intervention or training program provide real
benefits (worth) to the organization? Do the benefits outweigh the
cost of developing and implementing the intervention?



How does the project tie into USCG business goals and plans?
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Appendix A: Abbreviations and Definitions
Abbreviations
AP .................
A/S ................
ATD ..............
CBA ..............
CBT ..............
CCA ..............
CG-1B3.........
CG-9 .............
CG-91 ...........
COR..............
COTS............
DFEA ............
DIF ................
ENV ..............
EPSS ............
FC-T .............
FC-Tms.........
FC-Tot ..........
FC-Tptc.........
FEA...............
FORCECOM.
GOTS ...........
HPT ..............
hr ..................
ICH ...............
ISD................
ISPI ...............
ISS ................
JTA ...............
MA ................

Vol 2

M/I ................. Motivational and Incentive
MOICH .......... Monthly Instructor Contact Hours
NPP FEA....... New Performance Planning Front
End Analysis
OA ................. Occupational Analysis
OSC .............. Operations Systems Center
POAM ........... Plan of Action and Milestones
PPC ............... Pay and Personnel Center
PPS ............... Peak Performance System
PQS .............. Personnel Qualifications Standard
PTEM ............ Performance, Training, and
Education Manual
PWS .............. Performance Work Statement
RFA ............... Request for Analysis
RKM .............. Rating Knowledge Manager
RP ................. Resource Proposal
RPD .............. Root Problem Deficiencies
RTAC ............ Rating Training Advisory Council
ROI ................ Return on Investment
SABA ............ SABA Software, Inc.
SAF ............... Staffing Availability Factor
S/K ................ Skills and Knowledge
SME .............. Subject Matter Expert
SNA ............... Strategic Needs Assessment
SOJT ............. Structured On-the-Job Training
SOP .............. Standard Operating Procedures
SOW ............. Statement of Work
SRA ............... Staffing Requirements Analysis
TISCOM ........ Telecommunication and
Information Systems Command
TONO ............ Travel Order Number
TRACEN ....... Training Center
TTP ............... Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures
TVM .............. Task Validation Meeting
USAFISA....... United States Army Force
Integration Support Agency
USCG ............ United States Coast Guard
WBT .............. Web-Based Training
VTC ............... Video-Tele-Conference

Accomplished Performer
Assignment and Selection
Association for Talent and
Development
Cost Benefit Analysis
Computer-Based Training
Cost Comparison Analysis
Human Systems Integration
Division
Coast Guard Assistant
Commandant for Acquisitions
Coast Guard Head of Contracting,
Contracting and Procurement
Directorate
Contracting Officer Representative
Commercial Off-the-Shelf
Diagnostic Front End Analysis
Difficulty, Importance, and
Frequency
Environmental
Electronic Performance Support
Systems
FORCECOM Training Division
FORCECOM Mission Support
FORCECOM Training Division,
Operations Branch
FORCECOM Performance
Technology Center
Front End Analysis
Force Readiness Command
Government Off-the-Shelf
Human Performance Technology
Hour
Instructor Contact Hour
Instructional System Design
International Society of
Performance Improvement
Instructional Systems Specialist
Job Task Analysis
Major Accomplishments
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Definitions
Ability: Latent capacity of a person to perform a job task; it includes knowledge, skills, attitude and application in
complex and novel circumstances; abilities are developed over time through practice and feedback.
Accomplished Performer: Worker who routinely produces accomplishments at or above standard. Often
intended to mean the BEST performer now on the job; a person whose skill or performance exemplifies the
optimal or desired state; this is the person who does the job best; this is not the same as a SME.
Accomplishment: (1) An output of behavior that has direct value to the goals of the job and the organization
(e.g., equipment operational). (2) The outcomes or products of a worker that is valuable to his/her organization.
For example, Officer Evaluation Reports ready for approving signatures and a decision on number of enlisted
personnel above the advancement cutoff. See outputs.
Action Plan: A plan that identifies who will implement recommended solutions/interventions from an analysis;
developed by FC-T Performance Consultants in conjunction with client and analysis source during or
immediately following analysis Out Briefs.
Actual: The current skill, knowledge, perspective, and environment of individuals in an organization; specifics
about what people do now.
Alignment: First phase of the Peak Performance System Phase 1 (Analysis) process. Involves interpretation of
request from a potential client, gathering of information regarding a project, deciding on type of analysis relevant
to the project, and specification of Initial Goal of the project.
Analysis: Break down into component parts. Work done prior to the design of a project. Diagnostic FEA,
Planning FEA, assessment of exiting training, or maintenance of existing training are all types of analysis.
Analyst: Person who performs USCG range of analyses, normally a USCG Performance Technologist or
Certified Performance Technologist.
Assessment: Investigation of existing training to determine if it should be adopted as is or adopted to current
needs or rejected.
Assignment and Selection (A/S) Intervention: An intervention to improve performance that involves matching
“right” people to specific jobs.
American Society for Training and Development: Certifying body for the professional performance certification of
Certified Professional in Learning and Performance.
Attitude: The choices we make, generally speaking, people choose to do things when they value the results and
have confidence in their capacity to perform the task.
Barriers: Individual and organizational factors that constrain the success of people and organizations; for
example, executives lack keyboard skills so they avoid emails; barriers influence the proposed solution set.
Behavior: The action a person takes to produce an accomplishment; some behaviors are covert (can’t see
them) like decision-making and applying rules – others are overt (you can see them); e.g., welding a specific
piece of equipment, using Direct Access to check a billet’s history, etc.
Benchmark: Comparative standard for evaluating accomplishments against known examples of excellence; a
target goal that is beyond current capabilities but for which the organization is striving.
Blended Solution: A mixture of training and performance supports, i.e.; Web Based Training, Personnel Digital
Assistant for data collection, and Electronic Performance Support System containing links to publications and
Job Aids.
Causes: Influences that impede individual and organizational performance; there are four kinds of causes: (1)
absence of skills and knowledge or information, (2) weak motivation, (3) improper environment, (4) flawed
incentives, (5) wrong assignment and selection. The causes of undesirable performance should be uncovered
during analysis; the causes define the nature of the proposed solution set (See Barriers and Drivers).
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Coast Guard Liaison Officer (CGLO): FC-T maintains an O-5 CGLO at the Naval Air Warfare Center Training
Systems Division (NAWCTSD) Orlando. The CGLO works with FC-T to complete RFA process, conduct
alignment, choose best projects for completion by NAWCTSD CG Projects Team (CGPT). The CGLO links the
CGPT to the USCG and oversees the quality of analysis work and the stewardship of CG funds.
Consequences of Error: The penalty for non-standard performance.
Constraint: Givens of a project that may represent a barrier to ideal design unless minimized.
Cost Analyses: A USCG requirement that is completed before an organization provides resources for a project.
A costing analysis study will consist of one of three studies: cost comparison analysis, cost benefit analysis, and
return on investment.
Cost Benefit Analysis: A cost benefit analysis calculates the cost and benefits and compares the results of each
option. It tries to quantify the relative benefits of two or more training options at a given cost, allowing the
decision makers to compare benefits and the cost of each benefit.
Cost Comparison Analysis: A cost comparison analysis presents several performance improvement delivery
options and the associated cost for each of these options. This type of analysis is selected when the intangible
benefits are difficult to quantify. It can also be used to determine whether a project should be continued.
Customer: Generally the program office initiating the request and responsible for providing funding, identifying
sites to visit, and selecting SMEs and APs for interviews and performance observation.
Curriculum: A course of study. A USCG curriculum consists of pre-design, course design, lesson plans, training
aids, instructional materials, student evaluation plan, test, course map, all other associated training materials,
and curriculum outline.
Demographics: Characteristics of the population (i.e., age, gender, rating, geographic location, unit type, time in
service, time in job, etc.) used by the analyst to make assertions about survey data; vital statistics related to
survey participants.
Design: The second phase of the ISD model. Design work involves creating a blueprint or course map that plots
out how the training program will be delivered, what methods and strategies will be used, how people will be
tested, what training materials and media need to be developed and so forth. Design work acts as a blueprint for
the developer to use in developing the training program or performance support.
Development: The third phase of the ISD model. Development work consists of developing or producing
products from the plan (design) provided by the course designer. Typical development work involves creating
completing tests (level 2 evaluations), developing lesson plans, course materials, selecting media, training aids,
case studies, role plays, electronic performance supports, Job Aids, etc.
Diagnostic Front-End Analysis: A problem-solving set of analysis procedures used in projects when existing
performers are not producing present accomplishments satisfactorily; the procedure finds the deficiency (gap) in
performance as well as the cause and solution.
Diagnostics: The practice of troubleshooting problems for causes.
Difficulty: How difficult it is to perform a specific task and/or how long it takes for a student to learn a specific
task (criteria: 10 or more steps, fine judgment to tell things apart, application of rule with many exceptions,
precise hand-eye coordination, fine-grained muscular movements, several decisions to be made, how long it
takes).
Difficulty, Importance, Frequency (DIF) model: A filter used to determine whether a task should be trained, jobaided, or learned on the job.
Drivers: Levels in an organization and person that influence performance; there are many drivers for example,
how much a person knows, how much that person values the work, the person’s confidence, the available tools,
and an organization’s culture, policies, and incentives; the drivers influence the nature of the solution set that is
proposed (See Barriers and Causes).
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Duty: Major divisions of work in a job, comprised of a group of related tasks; a broad descriptor under which
tasks are organized. Duty areas consist of cluster of tasks.
Duty and Task Inventories: A list of duties and tasks associated with a USCG Rating; validated by the SME at
the beginning of the OA process.
Electronic Performance Support System: Electronic Job Aids designed to help a worker perform a task or a set
of tasks; they can be built into the equipment’s operating system or they can be provided as a stand-alone
software application or a handheld data assistant.
Environment: The environment that surrounds and affects performance is made up of policies, procedures,
processes, available time, physical space, tools, equipment, work design, etc.
Environmental Interventions (ENV): Those recommendations that seek to close gaps in the performer’s current
environment (e.g., better work design, easily accessed standardized workflow procedures, etc.).
Evaluation: The process used to measure the value and effectiveness of a learning program.
Extant Data Analysis: Analysis of records and files collected by an organization reflecting actual employee
performance and its results (e.g., attendance figures, help desk tapes, callbacks for repairs, and employee
evaluations).
Feedback: Feedback consists of information about the nature of an action and its result in relation to some
criterion of acceptability. It is never-ending input of one sort or another.
First Year Cost: An aggregate total of the non-recurring costs, the overhead instructor cost, and the recurring
costs.
Frequency: Number of times the task is performed in a given period of time.
Front End Analysis: Work done prior to the design of a project. Two types: Diagnostic for existing performance
problems and New Performance Planning for new starts. Term coined in book an Ounce of Analysis by J.H.
Harless, 1970.
A level of performance analysis that is a subset of program level analyses. FEAs are limited to specific individual
jobs, specialties, or activities and they are geared towards individual performance. If using this methodology for
a group or unit with varied jobs, the performance analyst will more likely conduct a series of FEAs, one for each
of the individual jobs. The FEA report includes a set of required skills that are used in the follow-on design of
training. The report also includes other recommended non-training interventions.
Goal: In context of alignment, a description of the initial intention of a project in terms of the type of analysis to
be performed (i.e., to conduct an analysis for the deficient situation: “Performance appraisals are not being
produced satisfactorily.”
Human Performance Technology: A careful and systematic approach to solving problems – or realizing
opportunities – related to the performance of people, groups, or organizations. It results in solutions that improve
a system in terms of achievement that the organization values.
Human System Integration (HSI): The Human System Integration process is a management and technical
strategy to integrate the domains of Personnel, Training, Human Factors Engineering, System Safety,
Habitability, and Personnel Survivability into the material life-cycle. These domains collectively define how the
human parts of the system affects system or capability performance (e.g., mission performance, safety,
supportability, and cost). The HSI domains also identify how the system affects the human aspects of the
system (e.g. the trade structures, skill gaps, and training requirements, workload and manning levels, and
operator/maintainer characteristics such as body size and strength). The human parts of the system include the
whole range of system stakeholders that is the system, supporters, trainers, operators, and maintainers. Human
Systems Integration ensures that users of a technological system can operate and maintain the system to a
desired level of performance within a planned operational context. Human factors engineering is a key
differentiator in the development of successful technologies that optimize and enhance human capabilities.
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Importance: The potential for danger to self, others, operations, national security, equipment, or the environment
if the task is not done correctly.
Incentives: Incentives are provided by an organization to influence people’s behavior. Incentives ensure or
reward desired performance.
Instructional Interventions: Solutions identified from an analysis that are associated with skills/knowledge gaps.
Instructional Systems Design: A systematic approach to developing training or instruction that involves five
phases: analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. Data from one phase serves as input
for the next phase. For example, analysis outputs enlighten subsequent decisions in the design process.
Interventions: The recommendations that are the outcomes of a performance analysis; known as interventions
or solutions.
Interview/Focus Group: A data collection strategy in which oral questions are asked of individuals or small
groups of individuals to gather relevant information. Can take place face-to-face or over the telephone.
International Society of Performance Improvement (ISPI): Certifying body for the professional certification of
Performance Technologists (CPT).
Job: The formal title of a position (same as job title); also used to include specialty (e.g. Machinery Technician
on 270’). The overall contribution to the position to the organization’s mission.
Job Aid: A storage place for information other than human memory. Job Aids are guides that support
performance by helping members perform tasks that they do infrequently, are too complex to memorize, or that
are comprised of critical steps. Examples of Job Aids range from simple checklists to document templates to
aviation repair procedures. Job Aids may either supplement or replace training.
Job Aid Analysis: A type of analysis that involves two steps and provides two outputs: (1) determination as to
whether a Job Aid must is appropriate to support performance of a specific task (given environmental,
ergonomic or social constraints), or whether that task must be trained to memory and (2) determination as to
whether Job Aided can stand alone or required extensive or introductory training.
Job Aid with Extensive Training: One possible outcome of a Job Aid analysis. Job Aid with Extensive Training
means the Job Aid must be used as a training aid and supported by extensive training (i.e., introduction and
context, practice, repeated practice, fading, shaping, and backward chaining.
Job Aid with Introductory Training: Another possible outcome of a Job Aid analysis. Job Aids with Introductory
Training require relatively little training. It should be sufficient to introduce the Job Aid, demonstrate how it is
used, and provide initial cueing and practice.
Job Analysis: A process used to determine what is included in a particular job and how a job is supposed to be
done. Typically, it includes work by SMEs who distill a job into a set of functions consistent with major
accomplishments and then further chunk the functions into tasks and task elements; type of performance
analysis that determines the duties and tasks that are, or should be, performed by personnel occupying a given
type of billet or fulfilling a given function.
Job Task Analysis: The process of describing jobs based on the organization or task data obtained from
incumbents through task inventory surveys. Program and Training Managers use the resulting information to
make training decisions (i.e., Job Aid task, train task, do not train task, train task on-the-job).
Knowledge: Being able to accurately recall information or explain where to find the information with minimal
search time (the source instruction or reference). Recalling information and finding information with minimal
search time are the building blocks for higher order performances. What has to be memorized and what can be
left to the open-book real world are contextual decisions and will depend on task-specific characteristics such as
frequency, timing, criticality, complexity, etc.
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Knowledge Management: Field of study concerned with the desire to create a culture in which knowledge is
paramount. Knowledge moves throughout the organization, hopping boundaries and transcending turf. Coast
Guard e-Learning is working to attain this culture; CG e-learning is defined as “Growing, using, and moving
knowledge using electronic means where we need it and when our people want it.”
Major Accomplishment: Job outputs that allow the job to support the organization’s mission.
Motivation: Motivation is the personal desire to perform. It is comprised of both value and confidence. Value is
knowing why desired performance is important and confidence is the belief by the member that he/she can do it.
Motivation/Incentives Interventions: Recommendations for increasing the performer’s personal desire to
perform; aids to help performers in seeing the desired performance is important, performance supports, tools,
training, etc. to increase performer confidence, new incentive program based on performer input for what would
be motivating.
Naval Air Warfare Center Training System Division: NAWCTSD maintains a Coast Guard Projects Team, which
is a team of government analysts trained to perform USCG FEA and other types of USCG analyses. The Navy
benefits from maintaining this team because it infuses the Coast Guard Performance Technology culture into a
command that provides ADDIE services to various naval training commands. This team also serves as a
“collaboration engine” between the USCG, the Navy, and other armed services. FC-T maintains an O-5 Coast
Guard Liaison Officer at NAWCTSD Orlando.
Needs: The difference between the desired results (optimals) and the current results (actuals). Needs differ
from wants in that needs are based on identified performance gaps, whereas wants have a personal
value/preference attached that may or may not be linked to a performance gap or clear performance.
New Performance Planning Front End Analysis: This is used to analyze new starts – different performance
expectations for a new vessel or a new policy. NPP FEA defines and describes major accomplishments, tasks,
task steps, sub-steps, and the positive influences required to support optimal performance for a newly created
job, a new piece of equipment, a new system – any new start in the organization. If performance intervention is
recommended, it will also include detailed task analysis required to develop training/performance support
products.
Occupational Analysis: A “snap shot” of the world of work of an occupation; refers to a number of procedures to
measure the job structure of an occupation; in most organizations these procedures are referred to as “job
analysis”, however, analyst for most military organization examine job families such as those in the USCG
enlisted rating structure.
Off-the-Shelf Analysis: Off-the-shelf analysis is a process used to evaluate commercial-off-the-shelf or
government-off-the-shelf training and performance support products for possible use in the USCG program or
as potential stand-alone products the USCG could procure or buy. The procedures for analyzing COTS and
GOTs products are found in COMDTINST 1554.1.
On-the-Job Training: Training that occurs at or near the unit, not at a resident training course. While OJT is often
informal and unplanned, it can be structured or planned to varying degrees. Structured OJT involves thorough
analysis, design, and development in order to provide standardized performance outcomes. It also involves
guidance for instructors, guidance for commands, guidance for learners, and dedicated time, outside of normal
work and watch standing for straining, practice, and evaluation. See the definition for Structured On-the-Job
Training.
Optimals: The desired state. The directions the organization and its people are trying to go. Specifics about
broad goals and desired skills, knowledge, and perspective as they relate to a particular task or organizational
problem.
Outputs: Statements of accomplishment. They are NOT behaviors. They are NOT increments of knowledge.
They are statements of what the performer produces on the job. (See Accomplishments).
Perform/Do Not Perform: Used to determine the percent of people in the job or rating who are performing the
task (JTA).
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Performers: For the purpose of the JTA, those identified as the sample or whole target population taking the JTA
survey.
Performance: Summary term used to indicate behaviors and the accomplishment that is produced by those
behaviors
Performance Consultants: A consultant working in partnership with analysts and customers to identify barriers,
explore a suite of solutions, and work collaboratively to obtain new procedures, technology, behaviors, and
ideas adopted.
Performance Deficiency: Below standard accomplishment because of inadequate behavior.
Performance Gap: Exists when optimals (desired state) differ from actuals (current state of performance).
Performance Requirements: The statements describing specific outcomes with associated criteria and
measures,
Performance Support: Any tool, device, or program that exists to help workers perform their jobs (e.g., Job Aids
and EPSSs).
Performance Technologist: One who applies systematic, data-drive approach to improving human performance.
A PT should normally be working towards becoming a Certified Performance Technologist.
Performance Technology Center: Performance Technology Center located at TRACEN Yorktown VA.
Problem: A deviation from standard; less than adequate performance present at the organizational, unit, or
individual job level; a problem manifests itself as the inequity between what you seek (optimal) and what you
have (actual), therefore a shortfall (gap).
Rating Force Master Chief: The Headquarters Ombudsman for individual ratings focusing on structure,
qualifications, performance, and training. Also the prime customer for OA data.
Rating Review: An activity normally performed by a Rating Manager or RFMC to determine health of the rating,
including assessing structural concerns for the rating size, grade distribution, flow, and performance
qualifications.
Request for Analysis: The initial stimulus for a possible project to aid the customer in solving a problem or
developing a specified perceived need (e.g., help us plan for a new job we are creating).
Return on Investment: ROI takes a CBA to the next level of evaluation and may be conducted when a monetary
value can be applied to the benefits.
Root Cause: The reason attributed to a gap condition where actual and optimal are not the same.
Root Cause Analysis: Study to determine what gets in the way of individual and organizational performance and
why. Cause analysis should result in recommended actions that address specific categories of causes, such as
motivational, environmental, skills/knowledge, equipment, and assignment and selection. The idea is that there
is a different way to address problems that have different causes. Cause analysis helps ensure that the solution
will solve the problem.
Scope: Determining the boundaries of a project. Answering questions like how big is the problem, how many
people are available to answer the survey, how much is it going to cost, how long will it take, etc.
Skills: Ability to behave in a way associated with successful job performance.
Skills and Knowledge Interventions: A strategy (or strategies) such as training, electronic performance support
systems, Job Aids, better/quicker access to publications, etc. that reduces or eliminates gaps in a performer’s
S/K.
Solution System: An array of interventions (solutions) that, when strategically combined, increase human
performance in the workplace. Decisions about the nature of a solution system are based on causes and drivers
and determined during a performance analysis.
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Specialty: A more specific title within the generic title used to represent more specialized functions (e.g.,
Johnston Boiler technician is a specialty within MK job title).
Stakeholders: People who have an interest in an outcome of an analysis study such as a DFEA, NPP FEA, JTA,
CBA, etc. The findings may have an effect on them or their work.
Strategic Needs Assessment: SNA (used interchangeably with performance analysis) is the formal, systematic
and data driven process that examines the external and internal factors that affect performance within the
context of an organization’s business strategy and identify the gaps between the current and desired conditions.
Structured On-the-Job Training (SOJT): Performance based training that is intentionally designed to occur at (or
near) the learner’s unit in a structured way to achieve standard performance outcomes “reliably and predictably”
(Jacobs 2003). Well-designed SOJT provides a training setting that closely matches the work setting but not
does conflict with the safe accomplishments of actual work. Well-designed SOJT provides “train the trainer”
guidance to standardize the performance of the experienced person (trainer), guidance for the learner, and
guidance to the command on how to implement to SOJT as designed. The trainers and evaluators/qualifiers are
typically the most experienced crew members who are assigned to the unit and who are actively performing the
tasks they are training or evaluating (APs). These trainers may train more than one person at a time but they
should provide one on one attention to help learners develop competence and confidence. (Jacobs 2003) SOJT
must have life-cycle support in order to be maintained and improved. It must be updated as Tactics,
Techniques, and Procedures (TTP) change.
Subject Matter Analysis: Conducted through interaction with SMEs and documents to derive essential
information that is used as the basis for training programs and Job Aids. Seeks the nature and shape of bodies
of knowledge that employees need to possess to do their jobs effectively.
Subject Matter-Based Training: The training process that starts with the premise that a certain topic or body of
knowledge will be taught, as opposed to performance-based training, which derives content from an analysis of
the desired performance; typically the increments of subject matter-based training are grouped by topics and
competencies.
Subject Matter Expert: A SME is a person who is identified as the most knowledgeable regarding a specific
subject or piece of equipment: this is not necessarily the person with the most practical experience in the subject
or the person who can best employ the piece of equipment – that would be the AP.
Survey: A method of collecting information from the field by the use of questionnaires or telephone interviews.
FC-Tptc has a great online resource for help creating surveys.
Survey Sample: The optimum sample size is the total group. When the total group cannot be surveyed because
of either costs, time, or other constraints, a sample is drawn to represent the total. Categorize the population
into separate groups (i.e., length of time in position, pay grade, geographical location, unit, or type of equipment
used); then select a certain number of each category in approximately the same proportions as in the real
population. The purpose of care in sample selection is so the analyst can say the findings are true not just the
individuals who completed the survey but of those who did not as well.
Supervisor: For the purpose of JTA, those identified as people who supervise the performers.
Systematic: Characteristics of analysis efforts. Systematic efforts are data driven and are defined, orderly
processes by which output from one phase serves as input for the next.
Systemic: Having a focus on relationships within an organization and on how change in one component
influences others. Recognizing the individual, team, and organizational aspects of performance and the need for
solution systems predicted on causes.
Systems Approach: Examines internal and external organizational factors that impact human performance. Also
referred to as Systems Thinking.
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Definitions (continued)
Target Population: The workers an analysis project will influence.
Task: A discrete unit of work performed by an individual. It usually comprises a logical and necessary step in the
performance of a job duty and typically has an identifiable beginning and ending.
Task Analysis: Detailed study performed to define the actions of master performers. Usually based on observing
and interviewing accomplished performers as they do their work. Often results in a detailed list of activities,
elements, and sub-elements in carefully specified order. TA considers both overt (can be observed) and covert
(thinking and decision making skills that cannot be observed) behaviors.
Train to Memory, Job Aid with Extensive Training, Job Aid with Introductory Training, Job Aid, On-the-Job
Training, No Training or other Performance Support Required.: Outcomes of JTA.
Training: An intervention for bringing about a change in behavior when a lack of skills or knowledge is present.
Training Center: One of eight USCG Training Centers (Aviation Technical Training Center (ATTC) Elizabeth
Center, NC, Aviation Training Center (ATC) Mobile, AL, Leadership Development Center (LDC) New London,
CT, Maritime Law Enforcement Academy (MLEA) Charleston, SC, Special Missions Training Center (SMTC)
Camp Lejeune, NC, Training Center Cape May, NJ, Training Center Petaluma, CA, Training Center Yorktown,
VA).
Training Requirements Analysis: A process of examining current work-site performance by developing a
comprehensive task inventory and comparing the results to one of the following choices: (1) an existing
curriculum of a currently offered Coast Guard course, (2) an off-the-shelf course from another government
source, (3) an off-the-shelf course of an existing commercial source. Other possible uses of a TRA are to use
the task inventory to update the revised existing curriculum or to convert existing curriculum to an alternate
delivery method.
Training System: A systematically developed curriculum including, but not necessarily limited to, courseware,
classroom aids, training simulators and devices, operation equipment, embedded training capability and
personnel to operate, maintain, or employ a system. The training system includes all necessary elements of
logistic support. (Source: DOD Directive 1430.13 Training Simulators and Devices dated AUG86)
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Appendix B: Request for Analysis Form
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Appendix C: Customer/Sponsor Project Satisfaction Feedback Form
Administered by:
IF Analysis is conducted by:

Then Feedback and Validation of survey
will be administered by:

FORCECOM FC‐T

FC-T

FC-Tptc Analysts

FC-Tptc Analysis Branch Chief

TRACEN Analyst

TRACEN Analysis Branch Chief

Performance Consultant

FC-T or USCG supervisor, as appropriate

Contract Task Order

COR at FC-T, FC-Tptc or TRAPET as appropriate

Auxiliary Personnel

FC-T or FC-Tptc as appropriate

Survey Distribution

Any survey distribution method can be used to collect the Customer
satisfaction feedback, such as paper-based survey, phone interviews, or an
electronic tool such as EFM/Pursues. The survey should be distributed to the
Customer(s) and any other major stakeholders no later than 30 days after the
date of the Out Brief or the report. It is an option to include any secondary
user of the report as part of the survey population.

Survey Results

All survey results should be kept based on the operating procedures for your
group. However, it is strongly recommended that the results be kept for
trending purposes.

Data Collection

The questions used for evaluating satisfaction with the analysis process need
to be consistent. Therefore, the person constructing the survey must include
all of the questions and data points listed below. Asking the survey participants
the same questions provides consistency to the data collection. Consistent,
validated data can be compared and analyzed so that best practices and
areas of concern for the analysis process can be more easily identified.

Constructing the Survey

The questions and data points listed below should be included. Best practices
for developing surveys should always be followed. See Training Systems
Evaluation SOP, Appendix J – Survey Evaluation Manual and Appendix K –
How to design a Questionnaire in EFM/Perseus for more details.

Survey Content:

Include all of the following questions and data point in the Customer
Satisfaction Survey:
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Title:_____________________________

RFA Tracking Number:___________________

Person Who Conducted the Analysis and Unit: ___________________________________
Directions for Evaluation Criteria
Choose:

When you want to indicate that:

Yes

All of the criteria in the description block are included and are clearly articulated.

No

One or more of the criteria are not included or if more than half require further
explanation.

Project Planning
ITEM

EVALUATION

QUESTION

Scope

Was the analysis conducted in accordance with
the agreed upon scope of your project?

O Yes

O No

Budget

Was the analysis completed at or below the
agreed upon budget?

O Yes

O No

Progress

Did you receive adequate progress reports to
remain aware of the analysis?

O Yes

O No

Timeline

Was the analysis completed within the agreed
upon timeline?

O Yes

O No

What would make the analysis process more useful to your program?

Please enter any additionally comments you have regarding the Analysis Project Planning and/or Alignment,
Data Collection, or Data Analysis Phases of the project:
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Analysis Recommendations
ITEM

QUESTION

EVALUATION

Relevance

Did the recommendations apprpriately consider
and address your originally stated problem or
opportunity?

O Yes

O No

Resources

Were the outcomes of this analysis used to justify
resources by your program, (Resource
Proposals)?

O Yes

O No

Usefulness

How many recommendations were made in the
analysis?

What would make the Out Brief process more useful to your program?

Please enter any additional comments you have regarding Recommendations and/or the analysis report Out
Briefing process:

Demographic Information
What best describes your relationship to this project:
Please select only one.

o
o
o
o

Vol. 2

Primary Customer (Program providing funding)
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Appendix D: Analysis Validation Requirements Checklist
Analysis sources shall use this checklist to evaluate analysis quality. Analyses should be conducted in
accordance with the default methods provided in this SOP. They must also be consistent with the principles
included in this checklist.
When other methods are approved by FC-T, this checklist will be used to ensure basic Human Performance
Technology and educational research principles are adhered.
Explanation of Evaluation Criteria:
Yes

Indicate Yes if all of the criteria in the description block are included and are clearly
articulated.

No

Indicate No if not all of the criteria in the description block are included and are clearly
articulated.

N/A

Not Applicable. This item is not required for this analysis. Justification for this determination
should normally be attached.

Title: __________________________

RFA Tracking Number:

Person Who Conducted the Analysis and Unit:
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

EVALUATION

Charter (if appropriate
to project scope)

The charter should be a standalone
document normally included as an
appendix.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Problem Statement

Includes a clear statement as to the gap being
analyzed or the opportunity to which this effort
was directed as well as thorough explanation of
the symptoms and indicators of the problem.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Drivers

These are the pressures, incidents, near
misses or initiatives that led to this particular
problem being addressed now.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Alignment with
Organizational
Vision, Mission,
Goals

The linkages between this effort and Coast
Guard and Program vision, mission, goals and
requirements are clearly articulated.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Alignment with
Program Goals,
Objectives,
Standards

The linkages between this effort and the
Program or Customer’s goals, objectives,
standards must be clearly articulated

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Methods

A brief explanation of the approach taken,
models used, data collection techniques, etc.
This should specifically detail reasoning,
applicability to project scope and limitations.

O Yes

O No

O N/A
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ITEM

Data Summary/
References

Performance Analysis
(if appropriate to
project scope)

Root Cause Analysis
(if appropriate to
project scope)

Recommendations

Vol. 2

DESCRIPTION

EVALUATION

Although it is not normally practical to include
raw data, a sufficient summary of the data shall
normally be included as an appendix as well as
a list of references and actions taken.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Desired State: Individual Performance
requirements identified and link articulated via
unit capabilities and program requirements
(Optimals or What Should Be).

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Current State: Individual Performance
requirements Identifies and link articulated via
current unit capabilities and program
requirements (Actual or What Is)

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Gap Analysis: Needs (or the difference between
the current and desired state) at each level are
articulated and quantified as to their size and
importance.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Root causes are identified for each gap. Each
cause should be adequately described and
categorized as either Knowledge and Skills;
Motivation and Self Concept; Performance
Capacity; Expectations and Feedback; Tools
and Processes; Rewards, Recognition and
Incentives.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Adequate explanation is provided to show root
causes are directly linked to previously
identified gaps.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

A clear presentation of various solution
systems are adequately described with
explanation, estimated cost, potential barriers
to implementation, and strengths.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Adequate explanation is provided to show
solutions are directly linked to previously
identified root causes.

O Yes

O No

O N/A
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Validated training needs with a brief
explanation of the linkages between
knowledge, skills, and abilities needs and
organizational or program requirements via the
analysis.

Training
Requirements
Analysis
(if appropriate to
project scope)

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Existing CG courses are identified (if
appropriate) to close training needs with
explanation, estimated costs to modify courses,
throughput requirements, potential barriers to
implementation, and strengths.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Existing DOD and other agency (e.g., FLETC)
courses are identified (if appropriate) to close
training needs with explanation, estimated
costs or resource requirements, throughput
requirements, potential barriers to
implementation, and strengths.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

New courses are identified (if appropriate) to
close training needs with explanation,
estimated development costs, throughput
requirements, potential barriers to
implementation, and strengths.

O Yes

O No

O N/A

Comments:

Completed By:____________________________________________

Date:______________________

Reviewed By:___________________________________________

Date:______________________

Send Copy to FC-T
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Appendix E: Sample Plan of Action and Milestones

Milestones

Deliverable Date

Point of Contact

Comments

Alignment Phase
Extant data review

Continuous

Analysis Team

Draft Alignment
Agreement

May 2016

xxxxxxx

Conduct alignment
meeting

June 2016

xxxxxxx

Signed by all parties

Data Gathering Phase
Develop data collection
plan

June 2016

Analysis Team

Input from CG‐5PW

Conduct site visits,
interviews, observations

June 2016 ‐
August 2016

Analysis Team

Using CG‐5PW
designated APs

Develop preliminary task
list (SME meeting)

June 2016 ‐
August 2016

Analysis Team

APs, SMEs, CG‐5PW,
and analysis team.

Conduct TVM

August 2016

xxxxxxx

Data Analysis Phase
Formulate findings and
recommendations

June 2016 ‐
September 2016

Analysis Team

Review findings and
recommendations

September 2016

xxxxxxx
and CG‐5PW

Quality Assurance Phase
Draft report

September 2016

xxxxxxx

Initiate review process
(FC‐Tptc chain of
command conducts
initial review then it is
sent to the client and
other stakeholders for
input)

September 2016

xxxxxxx

October 2016

xxxxxxx

Final PTC review
validation

Product Delivery Phase
Schedule out‐brief

October 2016

xxxxxxx

Provide official report to
client

October 2016

xxxxxxx

Brief results

October 2016

xxxxxxx

**Blue shaded tasks identify when program assistance and/or concurrence is needed
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Appendix F: Analysis Methods
Type

Strategic
Needs
Assessment

Description

Typical Outcome

The systematic and data driven process of:



Program or mission requirements

1.



Description and cost benefit
analyses for recommended
solutions at the organization or
unit level

2.
3.

4.

Articulating desired outcomes based on given
organizational or program capstone documents, such as
mission, vision, most probable scenarios, intelligence
and criteria.
Comparing desired outcomes to actual outcomes to
determine gaps at the organizational or unit level.
Analyzing gaps as to their scope, magnitude, and
priority for resolution based on the cost to close the gap
as compared to the cost of ignoring it.
Identifying root causes for gaps and potential solutions
for closing those gaps.

An analysis at the individual level can only be conducted if
validated mission/program requirements exist for the job or
position being analyzed.

Front End
Analyses
(New
Performance
Planning or
Diagnostic)

New Performance Planning FEA: The type of analysis that
defines and describes MAs, tasks, task steps, sub-steps and
the positive influences required to support optimal
performance for a newly created job, a new piece of
equipment, a new system – any new start in the
organization.

This level of analysis will not normally
result in a training program but a list of
requirements and recommended
solutions (if applicable) to address the
most significant program or mission
problems, including training.
Additional analysis may be required to
develop solutions.


Individual performance
requirements.



Deficient tasks and
recommendations to improve
performance/close gap.

Description of MAs, tasks and substeps; recommendations for improving
performance at the job or position
level.

Diagnostic FEA: problem-solving analysis procedures used
in projects when existing performers are not producing
current accomplishments satisfactorily; the procedures find
the deficiency (gap) in performance at task level as well as
the cause and solutions for closing the performance gap.
If training/performance support is recommended, it will also
include a detailed task analysis required to develop
training/performance support products.

Job Task
Analysis
Occupational
Analysis

Staffing
Requirements
Analysis

Vol 2

A systematic process to determine tasks, and if needed, the
steps associated with the conduct of a validated job or
position, for which skills/knowledge gaps have been
determined to exist.

Lists of tasks, and if needed, the steps
and most effective means of
developing individual competencies
(train, no-train, on-the-job training and
job aid recommendations.

An analysis at that measures the job performance
requirements at the occupational level.

It takes a snapshot of an occupation’s
world of work at a particular point in
time. It assists in ensuring training and
qualification reflect the true needs of
the field.

A statistical modeling tool used to identify how changes in
the USCG affect the required personnel at each Training
Division within each TRACEN.

Accurate and reliable data used to
make FORCECOM staffing decisions.
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Type

Description

Typical Outcome
List of recommended solutions to
teach validated knowledge, skills, and
abilities gaps.

Training
Requirements
Analysis

A systematic review to determine the most effective and
efficient training solutions. A process of examining current
work-site performance by developing a comprehensive task
inventory and comparing the results to one of the following
choices: (1) an existing curriculum of a currently offered
Coast Guard course, (2) an off-the-shelf course from another
government source, (3) an off-the-shelf course of an existing
commercial source. Other possible uses of a TRA are to use
the task inventory to update the revised existing curriculum
or to convert existing curriculum to an alternate delivery
method.

Cost Analyses

A systematic review of validated skill and knowledge gaps to
determine the most effective and efficient training solutions
to eliminate or reduce them.

Description, cost comparisons, cost
benefits comparison, and ROI for
training solutions.

Note: Analysis efforts focusing on validating an existing intervention to determine the extent to which it is achieving the desired results is
addressed in the Evaluation SOP.
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Appendix G: Quality Assurance Checklist
SNA Name:
#

Vol 2

Date:
Item

Meets

1

The report contains an Executive Summary
with high level data of findings and
recommendations with no jargon.

2

The study matches the scope as described in
the Alignment section or SOW.

3

The population targeted is relevant to the
scope and intent of this study.

4

The findings are related to performance
influences and/or deficiencies.

5

The performance depicted in the findings
section is described in terms of performance
at a level that is relevant and useful to the
scope.

6

The findings are supported by examples,
facts, and/or data.

7

The recommendations are fully supported by
the findings and include cost comparisons.

8

The recommendations address the issues
identified in the scope of the study.

9

The analysis followed the appropriate
SOW/SOP guidance without deviation.

10

The report is understandable, i.e., context
and background is established to provide
meaning and cohesiveness.

11

Interview/Observation/Data summary sheets
are included. References, documentation,
and technical publications are described in
detail.

12

Surveys, questionnaires, and other data
gathering instruments appear valid and the
results (including the summary sheets) are
included as appendices for review.
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Appendix H: Performance Analysis Alignment Tool
The first step in conducting any analysis will normally be to ensure alignment. Alignment with the Customer
ensures expectations are met concerning the scope of the project, resources available, and time to complete.
Alignment also enables the analyst to verify a clear link can be articulated between the activity being supported
and the organization's pursuit of its goals and objectives AND that the need to address this particular issue has
been prioritized relative to other pending needs.
Step

Who

Action
Research:

1

Analyst,
Customer,
Program
Managers

2

Analyst

3

Analyst



Collects sufficient information from stakeholders, review
extant data, RFA, etc.



Reviews opinions and research conducted by other programs.
Have these problems ever been reviewed before?



Discusses dissenting opinions with other programs to see if
concerns have been alleviated or changed. If not, understand:
what, why, when, who.



Why they think the way that they do? Are their opinions
based on objective data?



Lists the references reviewed that have had an impact on the
determinations supported by the report.



Describes the purpose of the project. What is this project
trying to accomplish?

Describes project background:

4

Analyst



Articulates a clear problem statement that describes the
(Why now?) drivers, other “drivers” or those pressures,
incidents, near misses or initiatives that led to this particular
problem being addressed.



Considers the population believed to be primarily impacted,
factors or forces that will encourage and challenge goal
accomplishment regarding the gap being analyzed or the
opportunity to which this effort was directed.



Provides a thorough explanation of the symptoms and
indicators of the problem.



If appropriate, also provides a thorough discussion of other
projects, studies, or initiatives that affect this project.

Aligns with Customer:

5

Vol 2

Analyst
and
Customer

Provide an explanation of how this project is aligned within the
larger context of Coast Guard’s desired outcomes. The NA
should begin with a review of highest level vision and mission
statement validated and available, usually official policy from the
Commandant’s Office or other, signed documents that have
been subjected to a thorough concurrent clearance.
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Appendix I: Data Collection Methods
When determining the source(s) and method(s) to collect data, the consultant or analyst must consider the
following:


Type of data desired



Size and location of groups from whom data will be collected



Resources available for data collection




Cost and available funds
Amount of time available

IF the type of information
required is:

AND the sources of data include:

THEN possible
collection methods
include:

Senior Leadership

Interview

Benchmarking/Best Practices

Document Review
Literature Review

Organizational/Unit Level:
Optimals (SHOULD)

Managers/Supervisors of APs

Determine what should be
done to achieve the desired or
optimal performance results

Interview
Questionnaire
Focus Group

Operational Reports

Document Review

APs

Focus Group
Observation

Customers

Questionnaire

Managers of “Typical” Performers

Interview
Questionnaire
Focus Group

Unit Level Leadership

Interview
Questionnaire

Operational Reports

Document Review

Customers

Document Review
Interview
Questionnaire

Program Manager

Interview
Questionnaire

Typical Performers

Interview
Questionnaire
Focus Group
Observation

Organizational/Unit Level:
Actuals (IS)
Determine what is currently
being done to achieve the
current performance results

Vol 2
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Appendix J: Rationale for Data Collection Methods
Type of Method

Advantages


Interview/Focus Group:





A data collection
strategy in which oral
questions are asked
of individuals or small
groups of individuals
to gather relevant
information.
Can take place
face-to-face or over
the telephone.
Individuals involved
may express job
experiences, job
approaches,
attitudes,
requirements and/
or barriers to
performance.

A lot of information can be
shared in a short period of
time



Open to discovery of
attitudes, opinions, issues,
and facts not anticipated








Vol 2

Obtain information
required to make a
concise problem
statement about the
difference between what
exists (current
performance) and what
management wants (what
is desired)





Extant Data
Review:
A data collection
strategy in which the
content of a document
is systematically
analyzed to obtain
relevant information.

Disadvantages




Labor-intensive



Data analysis requires
content analysis skill



Requires skilled
interviewer for
complete, unbiased
data



Cannot ensure
confidentiality



Need to ensure inter-rater
reliability and consistency
of method used to ask
questions if more than
one interviewer is used



Gathering or traveling to
representatives from
different geographical
areas may be difficult



Additional information
usually required.



Does not provide
information about changes
that have been instituted
on the job (at the Unit
and/or individual level).



Information is limited to
data that is described
by procedures and
included in
management reports,
policy statements, SOP
or other types of
documents at the
organizational level.

Reactionary data
Provide for
qualitative or
descriptive data, not
quantitative
Provides an opportunity to
reply openly and to expand
on ideas
Can observe if face-to-face
Sources of data consist of
business documents,
including management
reports; the organization’s
vision, mission, and
strategic plan; and SOPs,
doctrine and TTP often
provide information
regarding both internal and
external factors that affect
performance; annual
reports, marketing plans,
sales reports, and
employee surveys will also
provide valuable
information.



Provides access to
operational and/or
management data.



Translates document into
SHOULD (desired) and
IS (current or actual)
performance.



Provides information about
the documents available to
the performer.

J-1

Higher cost per response
Tabulation of data is
time consuming

Analysis





FEA



All

JTA
SNA
OA
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Type of Method

Advantages




Observation:
A data collection strategy
in which APs or typical
performers are observed
as they perform a task.



When it is important to
denote deviations from
required procedures.
Provides an opportunity to
observe job performance in
the work setting.
Able to see what is actually
happening; no
interpretation by a third
party.





Labor intensive.



Observer may have an
effect on job
performance.



Observation must be
well planned in
advance.



Observer must be well
trained.

Difficult to construct and
requires thorough
knowledge of the situation
before questions can be
developed.

High cost.



Well suited for collecting
quantifiable data: How
many people agree?
How much overlap is
there?



Best when questions
are lengthy or require
the respondent to look
up information or to
think about his/ her
response.



No way to ensure the
person who answers the
questionnaire is the
person it was sent to.





Low response rate, can
be a problem.

Can reach large
population of
people.



No way to probe for
more information.



Can reach people in a
variety of geographic
locations.



Time MUST be
allocated for piloting of
the questionnaire.



When conducted
electronically, easier to
administer than other types
of data collection means;
can be easy to take.



Present all questions in a
consistent manner;
answers aren’t
susceptible to any faceto-face interview biases.



Cost less than other
data collection
methods.

J-2

Analysis




FEA




JTA

SNA

Provides data only on
what can be seen.

Ability to make notes about
the factors that enhance
the performance, such as
ease of information, and
those that prohibit their
performance, such as
excessive noise or
numerous interruptions.

Questionnaire:

Vol 2

When the population or
random sample is
relatively small.





A data collection strategy in
which a list of relevant
questions are presented to
a large number of people
(or to a representative
sample of the target
population for the analysis
project). Can be
conducted electronically or
through the mail, telephone,
or individual interviews.

Disadvantages
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Appendix K: Performance Analysis Report
At the end of the Performance Analysis Phase, the analyst shall present to the Customer a Performance
Analysis Report outlining the gap between what IS (current or actual) and what SHOULD be (desired or optimal)
for on-the-job performance. The analyst will seek agreement with the Customer on the report.
Statement of Problem or Opportunity: (from user input of Problem or Opportunity)
How much is it costing organization?



Direct costs of the problem
Indirect costs of the problem

Data collection methods used to analyze problem/opportunity:






Interviews
Document Review
Focus Group
Survey
Etc.

Desired operational results:





What specific outcomes does the program want to achieve?
What does success look like?
What specific measurements will be used to determine if these outcomes have been achieved?
How will you know why you have arrived at success?

Current operational results:



What results is the program currently realizing?
What measurements is the program using?

Desired unit/job results: (Depending on scope of analysis)


What must members do differently on the job if programs goals are to be met?

Current unit/job results: (Depending on scope of analysis)



What results are being achieved at the unit/job level?
What do performers actually do on the job to achieve a performance result?

Describe gaps at:
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Operational level (Depending on scope of analysis)
Unit level (Depending on scope of analysis)
Individual level (Depending on scope of analysis)
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Appendix L: Root Cause Determination Guide
1. Review Performance Analysis Report
2. Data collection considerations. This guide is designed to assist the analyst to frame questions that will
reveal the root causes. The determination of cause is probably one of the most important steps in the
entire process. The analyst can only determine if it is a systems problem, process problem, human
resource problem, training problem, etc. through an in-depth analysis of the root cause or causes. When
collecting data on root causes, the analyst should consider the following:


Who are reliable sources of information?



What methods should be used to collect the data?



Size and location of groups from whom data will be collected.




Resources available for data collection.
Cost and available funds.



Amount of time available.

3. Determine Root Causes
1. Lack of Skills and Knowledge: Performer Responsibility
Data sources: Performers, Supervisors, Operational Reports
Data collection methods: Interview, Observation, Focus Groups, Document Review
Does the individual have the knowledge, skills, and experience to perform?

Yes

No

Does the individual know how to do it? Does he/she have knowledge
requirements?

Yes

No

Is the individual good at it? Does he/she meet the skill requirements?

Yes

No

Is the performer new to the task?

Yes

No

Was the poor performer once a good performer?

Yes

No

Is the task called for on a frequent basis?

Yes

No

Could the performer do what you need if he/she knew his/her life depended on
it?

Yes

No

If the performer had only one thing to accomplish, and everything to do it with,
and could name his/her own reward for doing the task, could the person
complete the task?

Yes

No

2. Performance Capacity: Performer Responsibility
Data sources: Performers, Supervisors, Operational Reports
Data collection methods: Interview, Observation, Focus Groups, Document Review

Vol 2

Is the performer physically able to perform?

Yes

No

Is the performer mentally able to perform?

Yes

No

Is the performer socially (emotionally) able to perform?

Yes

No
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3. Motivation/Self- Concept: Performer Responsibility
Data sources: Performers, Supervisors
Data collection methods: Interview, Observation, Focus Groups
Is the performer self-motivated?

Yes

No

Does the individual want to perform no matter what?

Yes

No

Is the performer able to monitor his/her own performance?

Yes

No

Has the performer been carefully selected and assigned to the task?

Yes

No

Does the individual see him/herself as competent?

Yes

No

4. Expectations and Feedback: Supervisor/ Management Responsibility
Data sources: Performers, Supervisors, Policy Documents
Data collection methods: Interview, Observation, Focus Groups, Document Review

Vol 2

Are expectations clear to the performer (i.e., Does the performer know what to
do?)?

Yes

No

Are appropriate benchmarks in place?

Yes

No

Will the performer know how he/she is doing (i.e. When he/she has done a job
correctly?)?

Yes

No

Does the performer receive feedback or follow-up?

Yes

No

Is the performer provided with the appropriate level of performance challenge?

Yes

No

Is the performer provided with coaching?

Yes

No

Are developmental plans in place to support performer?

Yes

No
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Appendix M: Root Cause Analysis Report
At the end of the Root Cause Analysis Phase of a Strategic Needs Assessment, the analyst shall present to
the Customer a Root Cause Analysis document outlining the underlying causes contributing to the problem.
The analyst will seek agreement with the Customer on the report. The following should be included in the
report:






List gaps
List data sources and collection methods used to analyze gaps:
o Interviews
o Document Review
o Focus Group
o Survey
o Etc.
List cause(s) for gaps
Classify causes

Example of Root Cause Analysis:
Performance Gap

Root Causes
Staff selection process does not
adequately assess/gauge writing
skills.

1. 42% of office correspondence is
incorrect.
Data Sources: Performers,
Supervisors, Policy Documents
Data Collection Methods:
Interviews, Focus Groups,
Observation, Document Review

Vol 2

Classification
Performance capacity
Skills and Knowledge
Motivation and Self
Concept

No criteria used to judge writing skills.

Tools/Processes
Expectations/Feedback

No/inadequate/ ineffective training to
address this performance need.

Expectations/Feedback
Skills and Knowledge

No/inadequate job aids to address this
performance need.

Tools and Processes
Skills and Knowledge

No/inadequate/ineffective
personalized feedback to staff
regarding their writing skills.

Expectations/Feedback

Rewards for gaining writing skills (i.e.,
learning to write better) do not serve
as effective incentives.

Rewards, recognition,
incentives

No deadline for response clearly
communicated to staff by supervisors.

Expectations/Feedback

Staff not required by their
management to adhere to stipulated
deadlines.

Expectations/Feedback
Rewards, recognition,
incentives
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Appendix N: Intervention Development and Selection Tool
This tool is designed to lead to the selection of the most cost-effective, highest quality interventions available.
Step

Who

Action
Brainstorm Solutions:

1

2

Analyst,
Owner of
Performance

Analyst



The Brainstorming session should have two distinct phases.
The first phase is the idea generation phase. At this point, as
many potential interventions as possible are created,
regardless of initial perceptions of how “doable or
appropriate” each solution is. In other words, NO idea is a
bad idea. Use Table 1 below to guide this process.



The second phase narrows the list based on the intervention’s
appropriateness. Appropriateness is defined in this situation to
mean “the closeness of the fit of the solution to the business
strategy of the organization and to the identified causes.”

A manageable number of solutions at this point would be 3-5 for
each Performance Gap.

The table below links causes of performance gaps to possible interventions or solutions. This list is not
exhaustive but rather serves as a tool for the analyst to work with.

Vol 2
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Table 1. Root Causes Examples of SNA and Possible Interventions
Performance
Factors

S/K

A/S

M/I

ENV

ENV

ENV

Vol 2

IF Root Causes is:

Then possible Interventions include:

Lack of Skills and/or Knowledge

Lack of Performance Capacity

Lack of Motivation and Incentive
(including lack of appreciation for
value and lack of confidence)

Lack of Expectations and Feedback

Lack of Tools and Processes

Lack of Rewards, Recognition and
Incentives

N-2



Training, self-directed learning, on-the-job
training




Knowledge management
Manuals, technical
publications, documentation



Job aids and EPSS



Mentoring, coaching, just-in-time training



Improved assignment/selection processes




Job and position descriptions
Team strategies



Continuous improvement



Health and wellness



Demonstrated value of work, job goal




Role models and mentors
Feedback system



Build on successes



Health and wellness



Set performance standards/expectations



Increase supervisors support



Individual and career development plans



Employee appraisal system



Ergonomics or safety engineering



Job, work, or process redesign



Improved/provide tools and processes



Improve performance environment



Organizational redesign



Additional resources or personnel



Change organizational values and culture



Revised policies, doctrine, procedures



Utilize awards system



Trained supervisors



Feedback system



Consequences



Recognition and incentives
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Appendix O: Strategic Needs Assessment Rating Interventions
Use the questions contained in Table 1 to rate each performance improvement intervention. Many of the
questions can be used in the initial evaluations of the intervention. The methods for collecting the information
can include a discussion board, e-mail, face-to-face interviews, focus groups, or an online survey.
Table 1: Intervention Rating Criteria
Rationale - Refers to both the external and internal organizational environment. It borrows from strategic
planning theory to assess the appropriateness of the selected solution. Is the mission of the organization,
work processes, and individual performance aligned with the performance requirements? Rationale also
assesses appropriateness in terms of Return on Investment. How much is the problem costing the
organization in monetary terms? Once the cost of the problem is determined, the benefits of the solution
may be estimated. ROI is further predicted using a cost-benefit analysis that will be explained in the
Value section.
Strategic - Organizational Context

Organization - Unit Context



Are the solution objectives linked
to the organizational mission and
vision?





Are performance requirements
linked to the mission of the
organization?



Has the value of the solution
been estimated in terms of
impact on current and future
DOR effectiveness?



Has criteria for success of the
solution been identified in terms
of operational results, e.g.
increased quality, reduced cycle
time?



Has criteria for success of the
solution been identified in terms
of financial results?



What are the organizational
context barriers that may prevent
long-term or continued success
of the solution?



Do the policies, rules, accepted
behaviors and norms of the DOR
support the accomplishment of
the results specified in the
Performance Assessment?

Vol 2

Are the solution
objectives linked to the
unit?
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Performer Context


Are the solution objectives
linked to the job?



Can the resources required
of the intervention meet the
quality standards of
performers and their
supervisors?
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Value - Refers to the value added to the organization by the selected solution. We will use a cost-benefit
analysis to complete our ROI estimate. A cost-benefit analysis is used to determine whether the
organizational benefits of the intervention will equal or exceed the intervention costs. Essentially, ROI is
equal to the dollar amount in organizational results (cost benefits) divided by the actual cost of the
intervention, and this number can be expressed as a ratio (benefit:cost), or a percentage when multiplied
by 100 (Keller, 1994). After the cost-benefit is calculated for each possible solution, they will be
compared to find the most cost-effective solution. This process is helpful in gaining the support of
management and sponsors.
Strategic - Organizational Context

Organization - Unit Context



Is a solution cost-benefit
analysis planned for this project?





Has a continuous improvement
plan including impact evaluation
been completed for this
solution?

Who are the
organization’s
stakeholders that incur
the costs of the
interventions?



What types of costs will
be incurred (e.g., fees,
time, materials,
equipment, space,
energy, environmental
impact, labor,
transportation, quality of
life, societal and
opportunity costs)?



Over what duration of
time will planning, set-up,
implementation, and
maintenance/cessation
costs be incurred?



Vol 2

Will the monetary value of the
results exceed the cost of the
solution?
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Performer Context


Is the degree to which the
performers use the new
solution similar or different
across work centers,
departments, etc.?
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Integration - Assesses the feasibility of the selected solution into the organization‘s current resources
and structure. It refers to the abilities and constraints of the given system to hinder or enable the use of
the performance intervention. In addition to the physical constraints of the environment, integration also
inspects the skills and knowledge, incentives, motivation and consequences of the performers.
Strategic - Organizational Context

Organization - Unit Context



Is the solution responsive to the
documented needs?





Does the solution adequately
address the causal reasons for
existing gaps in results?



Will the solution be maintained
by the command long enough for
positive results to manifest?



What are the constraints of the
given system’s resources?



Vol 2

Are tools and resources
needed to integrate the solution
available?

Do the physical
resources and
environment support the
accomplishment of the
results specified in the
Performance Analysis?



Does the performer have
the tools to do the job?



Do existing processes
work?



Will supporting
documentation, job aids,
and other performance
support be available?



Is there time in the work
schedule for performers to
use the new solution?



Are the goals achievable?



Are incentive plans linked
to changes?



Are rewards linked to
accomplishments?



Are there non-monetary
incentives for use of the
new solution?

O-3

Performer Context


Will the solution meet
performance requirements?



Is the solution responsive to
the specifications of the
job/task at hand?



Does the solution interface
with existing resources and
processes used by
performers?



Will the performer be able to
access and utilize the
solution?
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Acceptability (Innovation/Change Adoption) - By the organization and its human performers is important
in the implementation of a new solution. It assesses the extent to which the new solutions will be
accepted, adopted, and supported by the stakeholders, Managers, and performers involved.
Acceptability may analyze factors such as the performer’s acceptance of new technology, new work
processes, etc. Advantages over current practices are also assessed. Factors that may make the
intervention successful at conception and in the long-term may also be evaluated.
Strategic - Organizational Context

Organization - Unit Context



Is management generally
supportive of the objectives of
the solution, i.e. is it an
opportunity to address concerns
they have?





Does management see an
advantage to the solution over
current practices?



Is there a primary stakeholder,
and owner of this solution that
will support its adoption and
diffusion?



Is there organizational
awareness of the solution and its
potential benefits?



Do enough performers possess
the skills and knowledge
required to fully understand the
solution and its implications?
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Does the DOR’s commitment to
learning support the
accomplishment of the results
specified in the Performance
Assessment?
Do both formal and informal
leaders support the
accomplishment of the results
specified in the Performance
Assessment?



Does the management
structure (i.e.
organizational chart)
support the
accomplishment of the
results specified by the
Performance
Assessment?
Are expectations clear to
the performer? Do
workers know what is
expected of them on the
job?

Performer Context


Is the performer selfmotivated, i.e. does the
performer want to do good
work?



Can the performer monitor
his/her own performance?
Has the performer been
carefully selected and
assigned to the task?





Is the performer provided
with the appropriate level of
performance challenge?



Is the performer physically/
mentally/ socially able to
perform?



Does the performer have the
knowledge/skills required?
Do performers perceive skills
learned to be relevant to the
job?



Will the performer know
how he/she is doing, i.e.
when he/she has done a
job correctly?



Does the performer
receive feedback or
follow-up?



What are barriers that
may prevent long-term or
continued success of the
intervention?







What degree of work pace,
structure, and organization is
required of the workers?

Will use of learned skills
be expected on-the-job?
How soon following
implementation?
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Appendix P: Intervention Selection Document
At the end of the Intervention Selection and Design Phase, the analyst will present to the Customer a
document outlining the recommended interventions that address the underlying causes contributing to the
problem and close the performance gap. The analyst will seek agreement with the Customer on the
document. The following should be included in the document:



List recommended interventions for each performance gap
List data sources, collection methods and criteria used to rate interventions
o Interviews
o Document Review
o Focus Group
o Survey
o Etc.

Example of Intervention Selection:
Performance Gap - 42% of office correspondence is incorrect.
Data sources: Performers, Supervisors, Policy Documents
Data collection Methods: Interviews, Focus Groups, Observation, Document Review
Root Causes

Classification

No/inadequate/
ineffective training
to address this
performance
need.

Skills and
Knowledge

Staff selection
process does not
adequately
assess/gauge
writing skills.

Motivation and
Self Concept

No/inadequate/
ineffective
personalized
feedback to staff
regarding their
writing skills.
Rewards for
gaining writing
skills (i.e., learning
to write better) do
not serve as
effective
incentives.

Vol 2

Possible
Interventions

Rating (1 Low to 5 High)
Rational

Value

Integration

Acceptability

Training

2

1

4

4

Job Aid

4

5

2

2

Change hiring
process

4

4

1

1

Coach
Supervisors

4

4

2

2

On-line training

2

2

3

3

Change reward
policy

4

4

4

4

Implement public
recognition
program

4

4

4

5

Expectations/
Feedback

Rewards,
recognition, and
incentives
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Appendix Q: Sample Survey
Sample Size
of Survey

Minimum Sample Size
Population
Size

Sample Size

Percent
Required

10

10

100

20

19

95

50

44

88

100

80

80

250

152

61

500

217

43

1,000

278

28

2,500

333

13

5,000

350

7

10,000

370

4

NOTE: The optimum sample size is always the total group. When the total group cannot be surveyed
because of cost, time, or other constraints, a sample is drawn to represent the total. In the case of JTA,
the target population may be classified into separate groups (e.g., length of time in position, pay grade,
geographical location, unit, or type of equipment used). At that point, a certain number can be selected
from each category in approximately the same proportions as the real population. The purpose of taking
care in selecting an appropriate sample is to increase confidence that survey findings apply not just to the
population surveyed, but to those who were not surveyed as well. Chapter 2, “Populations and Samples” of
the USCG Workshop Survey Handbook, The Design and Development of Survey Instruments, by Dr.
James A. Pershing, PH.D., contains more information about survey samples.

Vol 2
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Appendix R: Project Alignment Sheet
Job Task Analysis (JTA) Project Alignment Sheet
Analyst:
Date:
When:

Where:

Customer Organization:

Project:

Attendees:

Organization:

Project Role:

JTA Project/Business Goal(s):

Vol 2
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Job Task Analysis (JTA) Project Alignment Sheet
Analyst:
Date:
Policy or doctrine related to the performance:

Program mandates:

Target population and demographics:

Funding issues:

Other barriers, constraints, parameters, and notes:

Program concerns:

Extant data sources to review:

Vol 2
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Appendix S: Preliminary Task List Format with DIF Data
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Appendix T: JTA Information Levels
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Appendix U: Determine Interventions
Outcomes from “Perform/Do Not Perform” Data
If:

Then:
70% or more of the
respondents currently perform
the task

Keep the task in the job task list.

30% or less of the
respondents do NOT perform
the task

Consider removing the task from the job
task list.

Survey Explanation of How to Rate DIF for Tasks for an
AVERAGE performer
Difficulty (Complexity)

1. Very Low - anyone
can do it.
2. Low - typically less
than 5 steps, not
much judgment,
application of rule
with no exceptions,
no hand-eye
coordination.
3. Moderate - typically
5 to 10 steps, gross
judgment,
application of rule
with few
exceptions, gross
muscular
movements.
4. High - typically 10 to
15 steps, fine
judgment,
application of rule
with many
exceptions, precise
hand-eye
coordination.
5. Very High - typically
more than 15 steps,
requires extensive
skills, knowledge, or
support.

Vol 2

Importance
(Consequence of Error)
1. Very Low – If task is
not done correctly, no
possibility of economic
loss or injury to self or
others.
2. Low - If task is not
done correctly, very
little possibility of
economic loss or
injury to self or others.
3. Moderate - If task is
not done correctly,
would require some
correction but would
probably not cause
economic loss or
injury.

Frequency
1. Very low:
Infrequent/
unpredictable
2. Low: Semiannual (on
average of
twice/year)
3. Moderate:
Monthly (on
average 23 times
/month)
4. High:
Weekly
5. Very high:
Daily/Hourly

4. High - If task is not
done correctly,
possible economic
loss or injury to self or
others is possible.
5. Very High - If task is
not done correctly,
injury, loss of life, or
economic loss is likely.
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Appendix V: Determine DIF Interventions
How to determine performance intervention from DIF Results
Step 1. Calculate DIF Result



To calculate the DIF result for each task, first determine the
mean (average) for Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency using
all completed survey responses.



If Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency are not whole numbers
(common with survey results), then round each value to a whole
number for each rating for each task.



Add the mean values for Difficulty, Importance, and Frequency
together to produce a single sum for each task:
(D+I+F= Overall DIF result)
Examples:
A SME states that a particular task has low difficulty (2),
with a moderate impact to the mission (3), and is completed
weekly (4). In this example, the overall DIF result is 9
(2+3+4).
The analyst gets a survey back with the following criteria
on a particular task: Difficulty is 2.61 (round to 3),
Importance is 3.39 (round to 3), Frequency is 4.49 (round to
4). In this example, the overall DIF result is 10 (3+3+4).

Step 2: Is DIF result 4 or less?
Yes / No

Then…Select

Yes

Do Not Train

No

Go to Step 3

Step 3: Is DIF result 5 or 6?

Vol 2

Yes / No

Then…Select

Yes

On-the-Job Training

No

Go to Step 4
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Step 4: Are there barriers to using a job aid? 1
Yes / No

Then…Select

Yes

Train to Memory

No

Go to Step 5

Step 5: Is DIF result 7, 8, or 9?
Yes / No

Then…Select

Yes

Answer the questions 5a through 5c

No

Go to Step 6

Is the task…

Yes/No

Then…Select

Yes

Job Aid with Extensive Training

No

Go to next question

Yes

Go to next question

No

Job Aid

Yes

Job Aid with Extensive Training

No

Job Aid with Introductory Training

5a. Difficulty Very High (5)?

5b. Difficulty Moderate (3) or
Very Difficult (4)?

5c. Importance High (4) or
Very High (5)?

Step 6: Is DIF result 10, 11, or 12?
Yes / No

Then…Select

Yes

Train to Memory

No

Job Aid with Extensive Training

1

The time between the stimulus and response is too short to reference a job aid (i.e., Applying the Use of Force
Continuum), the performer cannot use a job aid because of the environment (i.e., Performer cannot see a job aid at
night), the performer cannot use a job aid because of social barriers (i.e., using the job aid will decrease the performers
perceived credibility by the audience), or training is mandated by the USCG.

Vol 2
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Appendix W: Task List Format with Logic Check
RB-M Operator JTA
26 tasks - Train to Memory
5 tasks – Job Aid with Extensive Training
0 tasks – Job Aid with Introductory Training
0 tasks – Job Aid

No.

Task

JTA Survey Recommendations

JTA Final Recommendations

1

CONDUCT a Pre-Underway check off

Train to Memory

Job Aid with Extensive Training

2

START the boat

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

3

SHIFT steering and throttle stations for the boat

Job Aid

Train to Memory

4

MANEUVER the boat away from a pier

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

5

MANEUVER the boat in tight quarters

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

6

COME ABOUT in a narrow channel

Job Aid

Train to Memory

7

ANCHOR the boat

Job Aid

Train to Memory

8

WEIGH the boat’s anchor

Job Aid

Train to Memory

9

PILOT the boat using the electronic charting system
(mode 1 navigation)

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

10

PILOT the boat using GPS/DGPS (mode 3 navigation)

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

11

PILOT the boat using radar (mode 3 navigation)

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

12

PILOT the boat using “seaman’s eye”

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

13

OPERATE the boat’s autopilot

Job Aid

Train to Memory

14

CONDUCT a single unit Expanding Square (SS)
search

Job Aid

Job Aid with Extensive Training

15

CONDUCT a single unit Sector Search (VS) search

Train to Memory

Job Aid with Extensive Training

16

CONDUCT a single unit Precision search

Job Aid

Train to Memory

17

RECOVER a person from the water using the direct
pickup method

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

18

RECOVER a person from the water using the indirect
pickup method

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

19

MANEUVER the boat alongside another boat with
way-on to transfer personnel/equipment

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

20

MANEUVER the boat alongside another boat with no
way-on to transfer personnel/equipment

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

21

TOW a disabled vessel in stern tow

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

22

TOW a disabled vessel in alongside tow

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

23

SHIFT from a stern tow to an alongside tow

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

24

MOOR a disabled vessel in alongside tow to a float or
pier

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

Vol 2
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No.

Task

JTA Survey Recommendations

JTA Final Recommendations

25

RESPOND appropriately to Basic Engineering
Casualty Control Exercises (BECCE)

Train to Memory

Job Aid with Extensive Training

26

RESPOND to a burning boat

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

27

RESPOND to a sinking or swamped boat

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

28

CONDUCT helicopter operations

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

29

OPERATE the boat at high speed (in excess of 30
knots)

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

30

MOOR the boat

Train to Memory

Train to Memory

31

SECURE the boat after operations

Train to Memory

Job Aid with Extensive Training

Vol 2
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Appendix X: Analysis Selection Guide
Introduction

The specific purpose of conducting job and performance analysis is to fully
document the requirements of a job and the work performed so that informed
decisions can be made pursuant to providing personnel, equipment, and training to
positively influence effective mission execution.
The analysis and the report serve two primary customers. The upstream customers
are the Program Managers, Acquisitions Managers, Training Managers, and
Contractors who are primarily concerned with determining costs, ensuring alignment
of intended performance with Coast Guard mission execution and strategic goals,
and executing performance analysis contracts. The downstream customers are
primarily the Coast Guard Training Centers who are primarily concerned with making
efficient and effective use of training resources to create instructional materials to
produce competent and confident performers.
To accomplish these goals, the Coast Guard has adopted a comprehensive process
of analyzing job-site performance requirements as the basis for choosing effective
performance interventions that influence the entire world-of-work that has been
targeted for evaluation. To ensure that the right analysis methods are needs based
and outcome specific, the Office of Training and Workforce Development (FC-T)
authorizes the use of the analysis types described in this section of the SOP.

Analysis Selection
Criteria

Types of Analysis

Selection of the appropriate analysis type depends on two critical success
factors that are the entering arguments for use of the analysis selection Job
Aid:


The need for conducting the analysis.



The purpose for which the results of the analysis will be used.

The Analysis Selection Guide is the result of a careful evaluation of previous
analysis reports. Based on that comprehensive analysis, the selection guide
uses the two entering arguments listed above as the basis for guiding the
selection of the following types of analyses that the Coast Guard uses to make
informed decisions about job performance and resource requirements:


New Performance Planning Front End Analysis (NPP FEA)



Occupational Analysis (OA)



Diagnostic Front End Analysis (DFEA)



Job Task Analysis (JTA)



Strategic Needs Assessment (SNA)

Additional Analytical
Tools: Curriculum
Comparison and
CAs

Many Performance Analysts and Instructional Developers are accustomed to
using powerful analytical tools such as a Job Task Analysis and Cost Analyses
to support their specific needs.

Job Task Analysis

The Job-Task Analysis is a common tool that can be used to support the more specific
Training Requirements Analysis (TRA). A JTA is a type of job analysis that is used to
breakdown performance at the job level, the job-task level, and optionally at the step
level. The decision to require a specific level of detail for each level of performance is
driven by the need and the purpose for which the information will be used. The
description of each level is listed below:


Vol 2

Duty Areas are the job’s major divisions of work, as defined by its observable
accomplishments. Each duty area is made up of a group of tasks that are
related to that duty.
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Job Task Analysis
(continued)



Task is a series of actions that lead to accomplishment of a meaningful
outcome. A task can be performed independently of other tasks and has a
definite beginning and end-point as described by the necessary steps.



Steps (optional) are the required sequence of activities that are necessary to
complete the task. This optional part of a JTA is commonly referred to as a
Task Analysis (TA).

A Job Task Analysis is an analytical tool that is used for two primary purposes:
(1) to analyze the specific performance that is found or expected to be found at the job
site as described in the hierarchical analysis that is made up of the procedures
associated with each specific accomplishment, and (2) to organize the organizational
relationships and job-level performance requirements to create a clear picture of how
these performance requirements affect numerous other decisions regarding
organizational structure, staffing requirements, performance requirements, and
performance interventions.
For the needs of the Coast Guard Training System, the JTA is useful in defining a
performance hierarchy, determining instructional resources and delivery methods,
defining the curriculum design requirements, and the development of instructional
materials. As such, the JTA is more narrowly defined as producing a procedural
analysis and/or a hierarchical analysis.
The procedures to use this analytical tool are contained in Standard Operating
Procedures (SOP) for the Coast Guard’s Training System (Vol 2, Section 3.3:
Analysis).
Cost Analyses

Cost Analyses are analytical tools that have many different applications and methods.
The three types of cost analyses used in the Coast Guard are (1) Coast Comparative
Analysis (CCA), (2) Cost benefit Analysis (CBA), and (3) Return on Investment (ROI).
For the purpose of the Coast Guard’s Training and Workforce Development systems,
the CBAs are primarily used to compare costs of performance interventions among
various delivery modalities, calculate costs and benefits and then compares the
results of each option, and how the cost calculation impacts the business after the
program solution has been implemented. Typically, CBAs are used to compare
development and delivery costs associated with USCG classroom delivery,
Government Off-the-Shelf delivery, Commercial Off- the-Shelf delivery, and eLearning and/or web enabled delivery modalities.
The procedures to use this analytical tool are contained in the SOP for the Coast
Guard’s Training System (Vol 2, Analysis, Section 4.2).
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ANALYSIS SELECTION GUIDE
SOURCE OF REQUEST

IF THE NEED IS THE
RESULT OF…
New or changing
requirements at the
mission, strategic or
organizational job-level.
Any additional analysis at
the major accomplishments,
tasks, and steps level would
be done for a different
purpose and using one of
the other types of analyses.

AND THE PURPOSE
IS TO PRODUCE
A strategic evaluation of the
impact on the training
system of initial or changing
performance and/or
resource requirements.
A comprehensive listing of
job-level requirements that
will affect the hierarchical
organizational structure
requirements, and/or staffing
standards to determine gaps
between actual and optimal
job accomplishments.





RFA
INTERNAL PROGRAM REQUEST
ACQUISITIONS PROJECT

IF THE NEED IS THE
RESULT OF…

IF THE NEED IS THE
RESULT OF…

IF THE NEED IS THE
RESULT OF…

New equipment, new policy,
new program request, new job
and task-level performance
requirements, or a significantly
changed organizational
environment.

A requirement to correct an
identifiable deficient
organizational/performance
outcome that is typically
causing mishaps, injury,
economic loss, or
operational ineffectiveness.

An existing, or mandated
requirement for individual or
organizational performance for
which existing courseware
already exists or can be created

AND THE PURPOSE
IS TO PRODUCE
A comprehensive examination
of the world-of- work that
identifies all the factors that
influence safe and effective
performance. These factors
are typically associated with
skill & knowledge,
environmental, motivation &
incentive, and personnel
selection. Also, a cost-benefit
analysis of possible training
modalities will typically be
done to establish funding
guidelines.

AND THE PURPOSE
IS TO PRODUCE
An analysis report that
identifies the Root
Performance Deficiencies
that caused the poor
performance and
recommendations for
interventions that will
eliminate the problem and
restore effective performance.
These recommendations will
typically address factors such
as S&K, environmental,
personnel selection, and
motivation & incentive
factors.

An existing course that needs to
be revised because of changes
in the workplace, tri-annual
curriculum review, or noncurrent courseware.

AND THE PURPOSE
IS TO PRODUCE
A comprehensive review of
existing CG, COTS, & GOTS
courses to determine if they
meet performance
requirements and provide a
cost effect return on
investment. If appropriate, a
cost-benefit comparison of
courseware costs should be
conducted.
Recommendations for revision
of the current curriculum that is
based on an analysis of the
current job site practices,
procedures and environment.

IF THE NEED IS THE
RESULT OF…
An existing or new
requirement for a thorough
evaluation of the current
performance requirements
for a Coast Guard
occupation.

AND THE PURPOSE
IS TO PRODUCE
Recommended changes to
the existing Enlisted
Performance Qualifications
(EPQ) based on a
comprehensive description
the job performance
requirements of a current or
proposed Coast Guard
enlisted occupation.
In addition, if appropriate, a
cost-comparison analysis can
be done to establish funding
guidelines.

THEN PERFORM THIS
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

THEN PERFORM THIS
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

THEN PERFORM THIS
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

THEN PERFORM THIS
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

THEN PERFORM THIS
TYPE OF ANALYSIS

Strategic Needs Assessment

New Performance Planning FEA

Diagnostic Front End Analysis

Training Requirements Analysis

Occupational Analysis
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SNA PROCESS
OVERVIEW
 Project alignment
 Conduct extant data









analysis of organization
manuals
Produce preliminary
mission-job-hierarchy
Conduct org-job analysis
from following SME/AP
source data:
o Interview individuals
o Interviews small
groups
o Observations
o Survey
Produce final job-level
hierarchy and/or
performance
requirements list
Write final report and
make recommendations
pertaining to job
requirements and/or
organizational structure
Note: The SNA can be a
prelude to conducting a
Staffing Requirements
Document or a Training
Requirements Analysis

NPP PROCESS
OVERVIEW
 Review Alignment and













Vol 2

NPP Job Aids
Conduct project
alignment
Review existing
documentation from client
Determine Major
Accomplishments to
establish normal/offnormal/ and emergency
accomplishments
Produce task list and
preliminary data:
o Stimulus
o Output
o Criteria
o Critical aspects
Obtain additional data:
o Speed
o Physical environment
o Frequency
o Consequences
o Complexity
o Change probability
Prioritize the performance
Conduct Cost Benefit
Comparisons of existing
USCG, GOTS, and COTS
curricula
Write final report and
make recommendations
based on the curriculum
source that best meets
performance requirements
and life- cycle costs

DIAGNOSTIC FRONT
END ANALYSIS
PROCESS OVERVIEW
 Project alignment
 Verify the General
Problem

 Determine tasks of









deficient
accomplishments
Determine Root
Performance Deficiency
If appropriate, conduct
job-task list
Pose cause hypotheses
Plan data collection
methods
Collect evidence.
Based on analysis of
evidence, decide
probable cause
Write final report and make
recommendations
Note: It may also be
appropriate to conduct a
Cost-Benefit analysis to
provide the costs
associated with remedy

X-4

TRA PROCESS
OVERVIEW
 Project alignment
 Conduct extant data
analysis

 Produce preliminary jobtask inventory list

 Conduct job-task list from

following SME/AP source
data:
o Interview individuals
o Interviews small groups
o Observations
o Survey
 Produce final job
performance requirements
list
 Compare final performance
requirements with existing
curriculum TPOs
 Conduct Cost Benefit
comparisons of existing
USCG, GOTS, and COTS
curricula
 Write final report and make
recommendations based on
the curriculum source that
best meets performance
requirements and life- cycle
costs
Cautionary Note: the
decision to restrict the
analysis to only S&K elements
should only be made after
careful consideration of the
situation and it is absolutely
clear that a training solution is
preferred

OA PROCESS
OVERVIEW








Develop OA Slate
Project alignment
Develop OA survey
Administer survey
Analyze survey results
Prepare report
Report OA findings
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